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The case study on the impact of IDRC-bded projects on public good in the health sector 
assessed four projects - two in Zimbabwe, one in Mozambique and one in South Africa. The 
projects were assessed in terms of their impact on the intended beneficiaries, on policies and 
programme design, on the health m i c e  delivery system and on the recipient institution The 
factors that influenced impact were also determined Ofthe four projects, two had a high imp- 
one achieved medium impact and one had limited impact. 
The Strengthening Capabi i  o f E d  Health Rmarch (90-0095) in Mozambique sought to 
increase capady for research by better integration of research activitiff, traiaing, better access to 
research litaature and funding r e d  projects. It achieved a high impact in that it improved 
collaboration between resear& insiitutions and it i n c r d  the quantity and quality ofresearch 
conducted. Capability was increased to the adart tbat the National Institute of Health (INS), the 
recipient instihltion, was planning to provide technical support to decentdiking health systems 
research to the Mozambican provinces during the time of the assessment. Factors that enhanced 
impact included the commitment to research and to collaboration among senior researchers and 
the availabiii of dissemination mechanisms (local journal and newsletter) in which research could 
he published. The key Wor tbat hindered project success was inadequate capacity in the health 
sector to identi& and prioritize research. 90% of the research was researcherdriven rather than 
user &en. A second hindering factor was the inadequate design for the information and 
communication techdogies (ICTs) Fomponemt for the documentation centre within the INS. 
This limited its potential for serving researchers. 
The Agrochemicals and Farmworkers (91-0275) Project in South f i c a  sought to determine the 
negative impact of pesticides on the health of rural farm workers. It was reviewed as a desk study 
and reviewing it such did do it justice considering the considerable impact it achieved. 
Reuxnn~endations generated by the project research were included in the Western Cape Health 
Plan and numerous submissions by the project researchen during the life of the project were made 
to organizations for development of legislation in the field of occupational health. The project 
coutriiuted to the knowledge pool both on occupational health as w& as using field kits to test 
for neurotoxic effects of pesticides. For example, methods were developed to characterize 
exposure to neurotoxins which is a major advance in epidemiological researcb, as well as 
development of new types of neurobehavioural tests. In terms of the impact on the recipient 
iosfitufion, the Department of Cormnunty Health, University of Cape Town, has developed a 
long-term programme of teaching, research and evaluation of service intervention in rural farming 
areas. Project staff are now members of international committees. Key factors for the project’s 
success were the eollaborafve networks established to facilitate dissemination and use of research 
information and the timing o f  the research. The project was implemented at a time when South 
Africa was developing policies, legkilation and plans in occupational health which required input 
fiom research. Mtibiting factors included the scarcity of black researchers which limited the 
extent to which research capability was increased among this group of intended bendciaries, and 
the limited capacity of natiord laboratories to conduct the required am&& 0fspe.cimem. 
The SchistosomiasiS Control- A Community-Based Approach Phase II (88-0397) project in 
Z i a b w e  sought to evaluate an integrated approach to schistosomiasis control which was 
implemented during Phase. I. Impact was limited since the results were inconcbive. A key fkctor 
which eahanced project impact was the choice of recipient institution which contirmed to provide 
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technical guidance in schistosomiasis control long after the major project components had been 
completed. Key factors which hindered this project were the change of Project Leader at the 
initial stage of project implementation and the insufficient time given to allow for impact to occur 
following intervention 
The Workers’ Participation (90-0080) Project in Zimbabwe sought to determine the extent to 
which workplacx? levels of selected hazards met safety standards and to assess knowledge, 
attitudes and practices at the workplace towards ooarpatiod health and d k t y  This project 
achieved high impact in that the research results were used to influence policy at the tripartite 
level (workers, uniolrr and government) as well as at the union level during collective bargaining. 
The recipient institution acquired the knowledge to advocate for jmproved working conditions as 
well as the capacity to conduct workplace hazard screening and participatory researcb. Key 
factors which eohanced impact included the ability of ZCTU to follow-up research results and an 
enabling policy and legislative embnmmt . Key inbibitkg factors were the limited h d n g  within 
unions to train their workers on hazard assessment and the limited capacity of government to 
enforce legislation once unacceptable hazards were detected. 
tn summary, it appears important to implement projects using experienced researchers in 
institutionally mng organhtions. The involvement of stakehoiders &om the research 
identification phase is important and the research can result in added capacity building ifthe 
reseafch is participatorY in nature. To facilitate impact it is also beneficial ifthe instiMion either 
bas very good l i i  to collaborative implementing organizations or it is also an implementing 
OrganiZationitselE 
An four projects within the case study achieved demonstrable *act, three considerabiy so. 
Much of the impact was realised at policy and programme design level and Within the recipient 
institution, but improved health status in some instances was also achieved. A summary of impact 
achieved by each project is given in Table 1 below: 
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Strengthening Capability of EHR, 
Mozambique 
Increasing knowledge, capacity building - 
High 
-Integration and coordination among 
research institutions 
-Improved quality and quantity of research - Increased capalnlily of researchers + no. of 
capable researchers (incl. Ph.D. &Master's 
-Provided springboard for HSR initiative: 
Dept of Comm. H. providing technical 
assistanoe to p r ~ r .  level 
Policy formulation - Low: 
Examples: - Change in service &livery 
policy &practice eg home management of 




capacity building -High - Increased capability, 
status and influence of 
researchers 
- updated curriculm 
-Increased status in 
subject area 
Policy formulation - 
Significant contribution 
to: -Western Cape 
Health Plan 
- Local surveillance 
system 
-Training modules for 
union on OHS 
Input into: -regulations 
on agrcchemical use 
- labour legislation 
-environmental leg'n 
- palicy conference 
- OHS & compensation 
bills 




Capacity building - 
MMliUm - SClUStO research 
assistants trained and 
retained (1 to Masters 






Policy formulation - 
Low: 
- Rasearchers assisted 
in development of 
JICA project 
Workers' Participation, Zimbabm 
Capcity building, policy 
formulation -High - Increased capacity to: *conduct 
research 
*train union members 
*assess hazards 
*advocate 
'develop other OHS policies - Increased prestige - Marketable 10 donors due to 
increased capacity 
~~ 
Policy formulation, capacity 
building - High: 
- OHS incorporated into collenive 
bargaining 
- QHS union polides 
- Unions playing > role in OHS - Redted in u3HsC which 
provides forum for improved OHS 
&licks 







Capacity building - 
High 
-Attendance at coursed 
on OHS that have been 
developed as a result of 
project findings 
- seminars on OHS 
- access to technical 
information 
Improved quality of life - 
LOW: 
Some benefit from 
improved services and 
referral, but dats not 
available to determine 
accuIBtelY 
Increasing knowledge - 
High: 
- Field tested kits 
-Developed methods to 
characterjze exposure to 
neurotoxins 
- Neurobehavioml tests 
Capcity building - Medium - Improved problem solving skills 
-Access to clinical information 
- Increase in provincial, applied rearch  




learned from (and 




approach to water 
and sinitation 
Improved quality of 
life -Low: 
Same benefit of study 
population and those 




Improved quality of l i  - Low: - Reduction in side e m t s  from home 
management of diarrliaea 
-Improved quality of health senice 
Increasing knowledge -High 
-Dissemination of mearch: Annually 120 
papers published locally. 6 internationally 
and 3 presentations at international 
conferences 
Capncity building - Low: 
- OHS Reps time off work for O H S  
duties 
- Trainees able lo advise otbcrs 
Improved qnality oflik -Low: 
- Trainees empowered to assess 
hazard8 - Increased ConflBentiality - Fim aid available 
Inemsing knowledge and capacity 
building - High 
- Other unions benefit fmm Zim 
experience through training by 
ZCTU staff 
- At least OIE hmti011B1 
publication 
piloted I I I 
V 
A number of factors inflllend impact in each projcxt. Some concerned the institution itself, 
others were related to the policy and legislation environment or broader so& ecocumic Wors  
A summary of inhibiting and enhancing factors are tabulated in Table 2. 
TAB= 2: SUMMARY OF FACTORS m I T I N G  AND ENHANCING IMPACT 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
pmjeaii . . .  :; ,:,:, ji,ij .. 
Strengthening 
Research 
W Y ,  
MWlllbiCp 










-Limited Capacay of laboratories to conduct analysis; 
Restnrchuing oflocal government delayedpoliq 
development 
- Re0rg;ndUltion ofunions delayed training and 
dismimtion ofresults 
- Turnover of staff at beginning of prqea; 
-&car& capacity limitedin rscipienr iostitution 
m h  that i n e x p e r i e n c a d  reSeaPcber~ (in this type of 
reze;nrh) were d d e g a k d t o d  research witbout 
Suacient supervision; 
-Limited capxity of implementing institutions to 
implement!55diIIgSOfresearch; 
legislaton 
- Limited capacity of gm-t (NSSA) to dm 
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1.0 Methodology 
h p a c t  from research can be achieved in a variety of forms Impact can be felt by the recipient 
institution and its s t s ,  such as improved capacity in research, increased prestige or status. 
Research projects can also contribute to the subject knowledge pool. Ripple effects can be seen 
through extensive training in research itseq such as improved problem solving skills. Impact is 
primarily achieved, how-, through informing policy, and thence expression ofpolicy into 
programmes and projects that are implemented and then evaluated. A mmber of contextual 
issues inftuence this process positively and negatively, many of which are outside the control of 
the research project itself. This ulse study assessment described and quantified, where possible, 
the varyiog types ofimpact, and identiiied common factors that iduenced outcome. 
The case study assessed four health research projects implemented by di&ent types of 
insthim. Two were implemented by research departments in Ministries of Health - one to 
strengthen research capability and the other to e v a l w  the impact of a scbistosoroiasiS 
intenention project Two others were oocupational health and safety projects, one in Zimbabwe 
implemented by the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) and the other by the University 
of Cape Town, South Africa. The first three were v i s i i  and the Iatter project was assessed 
through a desk study. The case study budget did not allow for a visit to all four projects The 
South Afiican project was chosen for desk study primarily because commurricatiOn from a 
distance was thought to be eusier for this project. 
Fmly, the Framework for the Evaluation of Use and Impact of IDRC Projec~s was studied. This 
formed the basis of the forma& content and analytical emphasis given to the case study, 
paaicularly the need to stress outcome and influenckrg factors. Efforts were made throughout 
data collection and analysk to provide information requested in the Framework and to anmer it’s 
analytical questions. Dccnunents Concerning the project were requested and reviewed. Based on 
the information collected, key issues and reported or potential impact, and its iduenciOg factors, 
were identified. interview protocols were developed to explore and vaify issues identified 
Contact was made with each Project h d e r  and interviews were set up prior to the arrival of the 
author. Wst io-country fiuther documentation was collected and reviewed. Key officials 
related to the project itself, as well as potential beneficiaries and those who could comment on 
contextual issues. Some key stakeholders were revisited for clariftcatioo on particular issues. The 
interview protocols were refined and adjusted during data colledon as new issues emerged. 
Doaments reviewed included the project SUnrmBries, research reports, technical and financial 
reports, journals and other publications in which research results were published, mission reports 
and other donor project reports where relevant, workshop and Wining reports related to the 
project, general information about the recipient institutions, and reports on the status of the sector 
and socioeccnomic Situation of the country in order to grasp the contsdual picture. A full list of 
documents and key infbrmants can be found in the Appendices 
For all projects the objectives were. often not specific or measurable. Where necessary indicators 
were chosen that were relazed to the strategies, activities and the IDRC Framework 
There were m e  signiiicaut Iimaations to coaducting the assessment. The case mdy asses~meot 
budget only allowed for a maximum of five working days to collect data in-co~nny for each of the 
three projects visited, which limited the depth of iofonnation that could be collected. The Project 
L d  was unavailable due to other inumntry work commitments for the Workers’ Participation 
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project, language barriers reduced the number of documents that could be studied in 
Mozambique Extensive comments were received through email fiom the desk study project, but, 
due to the Author's time constraints, could not be objectively verified 
As per the request &om IDRC, sources of information (including documents and key informants) 
have been specified. Where the Author has drawn a conclusion this has also been indicated, 
unless obvious. IDRC also requested detail on the organizations mtacted and the &or& made 
by the author to obtain information ifit was unavailable Hld to verjfy impact. This has also been 
provided where appropriate. 
The Author was not aware at the time of data collection that all mrces of infomation fmm key 
informants would have to be cited by title or rehtionsbip to the project. It is hoped that no breech 
of confidence has resulted. The Author would like to mend apologia to those Organizations 
that are mentioned in the report as not having respomled to information requests since they were 
not advised at thetimerhat h would be reported. 
2 
2.0 
2.1 Description of Project 
In accordance with the recommendations of the Council on Health Research for Development, 
Mozambique developed a I0 year programme for Essential National H d  Research (ENHR). 
IDRC and the Swedish Ageacy for Research Cooperation with Developing Countries (SAREC) 
agreed to -fund the first &=-year phase of the programme with a view to continued funding in 
subsequent phases. The project was primarily implememed fiom 1990 to 1995, but inputs (late 
delivery of wmputers) were still being provided in 19%. 
Project management Was the responsibility of the INS. This is a Directorate of the Minishy of 
Health. The organizational chart fbr the Ministry of Health is shown in Figure 1 below. In 
addition to the INS, the Faculty of Medicine (FM) at tbe Eduardo Mondlane University also 
significantly hefined fiom the project The project primarily entailed training the stafF of these 
health institutions, as well as provincial health workers, in research methodolow, fuodhg of 
research grants; traidmg medid students m research methodology and hnding their research 
projects; finding participaats at national and internahaal contk-; and rehabilitating the INS 
documentation centre and FM library. 
The focus of this case study project will concentrate on the extent to which research capabii has 
improved and whether this resulted in an increase in the quantity and quality of health research. 
The impad of research on the development of policy and health care Senrice delivery wiII also be 
assessed. The level of integration of research institutionS Win dm be an important outcome to 
Pmjert # 9U-0095 Strengthening Capilbffty of Essential Health Research 
measure. 
As r e f d  to in the methcdology above, the author does not read Portuguese which limited the 
documentation that was available for review. For example, the training manuals on research 
methodology and quality ofresearch wuld not be independently asseased or v d e d .  
Additionally, some staffwere not available for interview such as the Kce Minister of Health, the 
Head of the National Health Directorate and the Head of the Natiod Directorate of Planning and 
Cooperation 
Contert 
The prolonged battle for independence and 16 years of civil war left Mozambique in 1990 
struggling with a range of issues: a ravaged inftastructure, d y  excombatants, ongoing 
banditry, a legacy of land mines and a lagging economy. Very low civil service w a g q  severe lack 
of institutional capacity, and a very low doctor/population ratio, among others, are factors that 
continually inf7uence 
resulting constraints include stat€(including researchers) not being able to &e on govenunent 
salary and their professional activities are often determined by the potential for supp-d 
remuneration; unavailability of &led and trained e, weak administrative opacity Causing 
severe delays and madequate accounting fix h d q  lack of autonomy to recruit the few motivated 
and sifted research statTavailable; and little Priority (and resources) given to research. This 
situation was coxdim& by documents available and numerou~ bey informants. 
 here 
the National Health Council which meets b i i y .  Research is both commissioned and 
i&i~tion-building health project in Mozamtnque. EXamples of 
active policy making bodies, namely the Consultative Council which meets weekly and 
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Figure 1 
REPUBLIC OF MOZAMBIQUE 
Health Sector Recovery Program 
Ministry of Health 
Organizational Chart 
1 Minister I .. 
Vice Minister 
consultative 
suppiies Natlonal DII ecturate 
National Health Directorate (DAD (D.ARPV) Cooperation (DNCP) 
Human Resources Finance & Administration Directorate of Planning ahd 
Directorate (DNS) Directorate (DRH) 
National Institute 
of Health (WS) I provincial IIealth Directorate (DPS) I 
Parastatals (EE) 
(MEDIMOC, FARMAC) 
Source “Development Credit Agreement (Health Sector Recovery Program) between Republic of Mozambique and International 
Development Association”, World Bank 1995 
presented to planners and decision-makers at these meetings and they are the main mechanisms 
through whkh findings are used in policy development and programme design According to 
Ministry of Health staff, at the time of the project research did not play an important part in 
decision making and these mechanisms were underused. Programme managers were more 
concerned with implementation and did not possess the manager& capacity or skills to be able to 
determine and articulate research needs and priorities. The monitoring and evaluation that was 
conducted was largely prompted by donors and was not part of a systematic planning process in 
the Ministry of Health At one time up to 160 individual donor projects were being implemented, 
stretchmg beyond capacity the efforts to coordinate and lead health-related activities. 
Cowequdy, during the p j e c t  period W ?  ( INS staff estimate) of research conducted was 
initiated by Principal Investigators which has implications for i ts  relevamx and the extent to which 
it Was used. 
The aforementioned Fonstrairdng b t o r s  are counterbalanced by the skill, dedication and 
sustained commitment by those iwoIved in impiementing the project which has 
aitical M o r  in its succ~ss. 
One planned recipient institution, the Regional Centre for Health Development (CRDS), did not 
participate in the project except by receiving in-service trainig for i ts  library staff from the 
techxkal advisor. According to the current CRDS Director, in 1992 mhnanagement of the 
instiistion was discovered. WHO temporarily withdrew its financial support, and involvement in 
research and iraining did not resume until 1994, once the new Director had created adequate 
administrative capacity and accountability. 
A year into the project, the Director of the INS (Project Leads) was repked. His sue-r, 
whilst very able and unnmitted, was somewhat more oriented towards promotion of research 
capacity (and research output) ratha than integration of research institutions (Author’s 
observation based on interkvs with INS staft). This subtle shift in focus has to some extent 
iatluenced the degree of achievement of related objectives. 
Most research staff in the participating institutions in 1990-91 were expatriates and an intensive 
p h  of ovetseas training at this time was inappropriate. If the limited nationals available had 
taken up all the training opportunities, other project activities would have ceased. 
The project library staffwere demibed ia the infwmation specialist’s first report as being semi- 
literate with little, if any, English language proficiency. Consequently progress in capacity 
building was slow. A suitable national to head the library could not be found and the absence of a 
counterpart to the information specialist in the doarmentation centre constrained progress further. 
been a 
Objectives 
The pro@ objective, as given in the Project Summary, was 
To increase the health research capacity of Mozambique in respect to Primary health care. 
The objective was achieved to a large extent. Research was better coordinated, tho@ not 
5 
integrated; the documentation centre was significantly improved and m e r o u s  research projects 
were undertaken using the small grants provided. 
strategy 
The strategies to be used to achieve the objectives were to create a ‘critical mass’ of researchers 
in tertiary health institutions and provinces through in-country and overseas trainiag; gaining 
experience in research tbrough fundiug research projects; improving access to literature; and 
attendance at mtemational conferences. The Author considers that the strategies were 
appropriate, though ovecsea~ training was not feasible due to the limited number ofnationaIs to 
attend long trainjng cowxi. 
Activities 
The Project Summy descr i i  specific activities to implement the project. They are listed and 
commented on bexe: 
1.--- The Inter- . .  . . .  r . .  
Institutional Research Board (CUP) was formed whose main responsibilities were to 
research fimds, approve research grants, coordinate preparation of progress reports, and monitor 
and coordinate inter-departmental research activities, mong others The CIlF’ membership 
consisted of the Direncr of INS and its administrator for project maoagement; the Dean and 
Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.; and the Head of the Research Department and Tutor 
and Researcher &am tlre CRDS. CRDS later WitMreW its membership for reasons stated under 
Context above. Three sub-cormnittees were established to oversee components of the project in 
the areas of library support, trairring and research Within research there was a Techoical and 
Scientific Cormnittee which reviewed research proposals in an open &rum. These were 
considered necessary anduseful mechanisms for i n d  collaboration and reachjng consensus 
on project-related decisions. 
The inteation by INS w a s  to use the project as a vehicle to strengthen long term collaboration and 
integration of research activities. The Faculty of Medicine, however, regarded it more as a 
mechanism for project implementation and CIP has ceased to hetion. F o d  technical 
appraisal has also decentralized to the respective institutions, though informal technical appraisal 
between the INS and FM cominues. 
2. To deve loo a 1 1  r fo rM8l;aslhoue i Inthe 
late 1980’s a series of workshops were conducted to reach consensus and plan for the 
development of health research in Mozambique. The wor!ehops were attended by a l I  key players 
in the health institutions as well as the Ministry of Health. The output tiom these workshops 
formed the basis for the 10-year plan for strengthening ENHR. This project co-funded the fust 3- 
year time slice of the plan. The remaining 7 years of the plan required more detail, but this was 
not developed during the project. Instead, according to the. Project Leader, the priority for the 
INS towards the end of the project was to develop a plan for H& Systems Research which bas 
been produced for the years 195’7 to 2O00. There has smce been a gradual reversal of integration 
of research activities between the INS and FM (detailed below) and this may also have 
contxiited to the absence of a detailed plan fbr research activities for all the research institutions 
(Author’s conclusion). 
6 
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3. -&pd T 
eoidemiolosv.& _ _  tr . andinfed- 
and i n f o d o  n snences. As referred to elsewhere under Context and Strategy, this 
activity was not implemented due to the absence of available nationals at the time of the project. 
A number of nationals have, however, been trained since the project with other donor hds ,  
P r j k l y  fiom DANIDA, The Commomuealth, and the governments of Italy, United States of 
America and Spain through scholarships provided by universiks in these three c o d e s .  
Althoughtrainingwasnot 
4. To mvide re= 
methodology were conducted to all tertiary imtitution staff m Mozambique. INS and FM staff 
Conduaedthetrahhg. TraineeS(mrmbering52Ointotal)mainlyincluded~hmthe 
universisity and other colleges who were teaching subjects such as biology, science and medicine. A 
research training course specificauy for medical studeats was also developed and implemmted and 
is now part of their curricuhun 
5. m u - e  for Mozamhypa%.asB-tetrainsrt least twa 
technical assistaace to the project. The documentation centre at the INS and FM library were 
reorgardzed. Stafffrom the documentation wntdhbr ' aries of all three benefichy institutions 
(imcluding INS, FM and CRDS) were trained in English, basic Library skills and computerized 
cataloguing using CDSASIS. One documentalist from the INS documentation centre and one 
from the FM library were trained to Diploma level in library and information studies, and 
researchen were also trained to use email and CD-ROM. In addition to fumaure, s$elving and 
building renovation, a computer, printer, CD-ROM drive, two terminal w o r ~ o n s ,  CMnpUter 
and printer for desk-top publishing and a file server were procured fbr the documentation centre. 
During the project over 30joumals and MEDLtNE, POPLINE and LILACS were regularly being 
received. The &&istry of Health could not absorb the cost of these inputs and subscriptions have 
since ceased. 
6. p t s  la- ' The technid and 
scientific conunittee received proposals and made decisions on the a l l d o n  of graots. 
Accardmg to the Project Leader, numerous research projects were imp1-4 but the actual 
number was not available fiom the INS when requested, nor was there information on the 
proportion of research projests that were published. Many probably were, since the Research 
Board withheld 10% of project funding until an article was wkten. 
. .  
. . .  
provided to other Portuguese speaking countries, approximately 20 training cowses in research 
This was jointly funded by the Commonwealth Secretariat who provided 
. 
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Inputs and Fkpenditure 
In addition to SAREC and IDRC, The Commonwealth also provided inputs in the form of 
technical assistance to the documentation centre and libraries of the participating insftutions. A 














Considerable IDRC technical kput was provided by project staffin the development of the 
proposal as well as during the first two years of implementation. 
The proj& inputs were considered by recipient institution staffto be largely adequate, and 
comprehensive. One exception was the documentation centre ICT components which were not 
appropriate in that they were not capable of meeting the demand for literature searches. W e  
were significant delays in transFerring funds and the computers arrived four years after the project 
began. 
A si@cant delay (3 years) OcCuITed in installing the computer laboratory equipment in the 
Faculty of Medicine. Acu~rding to the Project Leade-r, administrative weakness within the INS 
was largely responsible for the delay. This Constraint was foreseen and GTZ were requested to 
provide administrative assista~~ct for the project. This was not forthcoming, and IDRC 
subsequently dectined to add it to their project inputs. lMany key infomtants from the 
participating iostihmons mentioned that the project was innovative in that it did not seek to 
rOnuence the research topics. Since it was a capacity building exercise there was a large degree of 
flexibility in the ways that funds were utilized. This allowed research projects to be identihi 
according to beneficiary perceived needs. Unfbrtunately, maximum advantage of this was not 
taken by the Ministry of Health due to the inadequate mechanisms to id- and prioritize 
reaearch needs, as described in the context above. 
2.2 Project Outcomes 
O O t p U t s  
The research methodology training trained a total of 520 staff According to INS and FM st& 
this resulted in an increase in the quality of research proposals and the quantity and q d i t y  of 
reaearch conducted. National health research conkmnces were held in 1992 and 1994. The 
rmmber of abstracts presented at these events increased &om 130 to 160 respectively. Some of 
these resear& projects were funded by IDRC. though for reasons indicated above, the number 
au ld  not be determined. The number of INS and FM joint research pn&ets presented at the 
Conference also increased &om 1 to 7, indicating improved couaboration 
~esearchers presented i i n d i  at internationaI wnferences, estimated by the Project h d e r  to be 
roughly 3 per year. The number of international publicatiom also reportedly inrreased to 
approximately 6 per year, compared to none wrinen by national stafF before the project began. 
The quarterly Mozambique health sciences journal (distribution list of 750) was revived and the 
number of articles per issue rose during the project period from 6 to 9. A newsletter (1,500 
copies) was being pxinted and distributed every quarter. The Newsletter and journal subscriptionS 
for the documentation centre, desa i id  under inputs, were not sustained and require additional 
funding. Accordiag to the documentalist in the INS, production of the Newsletter ceased in 1995 
and the journal subscriptions end in 1997. The Ministry of Health has not been able to absorb the 
recurrent costs. 
The inputs into tbe INS documents tion centre and FId h i  markedly improved its quality of 
service and demand substantially rose, as mdicated in the first project technical report and 
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confirmed by the technical advisor. Only one CD-ROM drive was originally procured and at least 
three were needed to easily use the CDs that were ordered. A stack of CD-ROM drives had been 
procured to overcome this inadequacy, but soon demand again outstripped capacity. Presumably 
this problem could have been foreseen by IDRC and a suitable system budgeted for at the outset. 
According to the technical advisor it was finally recommended to install an array of hard disks to 
allow multi-users to access multi-data bases, but this was not taken up due to competing needs for 
available resources. Ifthis system is installed in the hture, many of the subsuibed journals would 
not be required. 
The FM library also received over 20 computers to equip a c~mpurer laboratov. One computer 
has email facilities. According to the FM teaching staff, the computer facilities have 
'revohh~nized' t e a c h  end learning. Students are becoming computer literate, learning to use 
data analysis software, and computer assisted teacbing is enhancing the learning environment. 
The equipment bas only recently anived and demand for use has already outstripped mdabiliw. 
Both the INS documentation mtre and FM library have continued to catalogue documents and, 
according to the INS and FM stafs the resulting improved access to literature is appreciated by all 
users. Access to email in the documentation centre bas been erratic due to administrative delays 
h paying the telephone bill. The MEDLINE subscription was discontinued from 1994 due to 
reallocation ofproject funds and the CD-ROM has not worked since late 1996. The Author was 
not able to determine the reason for this latter dysihnction as there was no K T  teclmical support 
available to diagnose the problem or assist than A policy on the ccntrol of dissemination of data 
*om Mozambican research was developed and implemented through the project structures 
described above. 
Reerh 
Planned. reach included the stafFand students of the identified institutional beneficiaries and those 
health professionals (almost all doctors) who wished to underrake research and who requested 
outreach library services h m  the provinces. Since the resulting knowledge h m  research was to 
inform decisions regarding the developmdrehabilitation of the health care delivery systan, it 
was implied, though not stated, that health programmes and the population at large were also 
intended indirect benekiaries 
All groups benefitted to some extent &om the project. Details of reach and impact are given h 
Table 3. As referred to under activities, 520 staff from tertiary institutions (Umversity and 
colleges within Maputo) received training in research methodoiogy. Accdhg to FM 40 
medical students each year since 1992 have graduated with sound research skills. A handful of 
these students have chosen to continue working in research after graduation The health sCien%S 
journal (distribution 750), Newsletter (didbution 1,500) and national conferences were the main 
vehieles for dissemination of research It is Bssumed that the majority of tbese copies are read by 
a number of health professionals. There has been 110 evaluation of their usefulness to those 
receiving them, however. Unforkmtely, the Author could not lind the rmmber of confkmnce 
par(icipms &om the conference reports. 
As mentioned above, the majority of research was not user-driven, but the policy develop- 
mechanisms available were used to present re-ch findings and some usage did OCCUT. For 
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Improved access to I information ihm Capacity building 
Trained researchers in 
and out of country 
Inc& status as 
institution amacting 
oration and funding 
Increase in amount of 
research cunductcd 
blteI'llatiOM1 C O h b -  
Twhing medical 
students in research 
research conference for 
medical students; 
funding research by 
Medium. Rapid searches using CD-ROM and Internet, 
though multiuserlmulti access nnt pss. in DC and erratic 
usage of email: 
.improved cataloguing (now 3,426/?,000 approx. 
documents catalogued on computer); 
.trained staff; 
-access to relevant current journals (subscribd to 34); data 
base for Mozambique literature: 
-nroduction and diwinination of Newsletter (1,500 COD&) 
Medium. Incountry training only: short courses with total 
of 520 panicipunts hmn central and provincial levels. 
Medim/Low. Improved linkagea are being achieved 
though difficult to determine project influence vis-a-vis 
other donor support 
Medium. Quantity of nmrch increased during project life, 
in psrt due to m c  iiwdillg. Researckn gained 
experience and skills as a consequenffi 
High. -From 1992,40 students have graduated each year 
with sound research Skills and quantity and quality 
increased; 
-funding facilitated FM planning since could count on 
funding available: 
-some students highly motivated to choose career in 
research; 
-installation of computer Laboratory and email has 
increased data analysis and word processing skills 
Medium. Staff that rehunsd €ram avema~ 
training in Fh4 liira$y andDC are continuing 
to impnnre library senices and to forge 
library union throughant the country. Future 
potential beneft signibcant as libraries 
consolidate and research mntioues, but 
subscription to CD-ROM, journals and access 
to email uncertain, Newsletter also depmdent 
on iiuure donor funding. 
Medium. Will be determined by the extent to 
which trainees use knowledge gained in 
fuNre research. Training will also benefit 
those conducting HSR training at provincial 
and district level. 
Medinm. I n d  collaboration likely as 
INS, FM and CRDS continue to build on 
succes6es to date. 
McctiUm. Momentum for research has been 
maintained suggesting future remrfih will 
continue, but dependcut on danor funding. 
I High. Continuedbenefit expenedprovided donor fuuds are available for teachior. 
smdent research projects and the stu&t's 
research conference. Presently, limding is 




I m p e d  
quality of life 
Use of research Low. See abave under setvice delivery agents. Not possible 
to quantify extent affected. Egs of impact available: 
observed decrease in hypnatraemia as result of change in 
home treatment policy for diarrhwa 
High. For all the ream118 abave. 
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example, sugar and salt solution promotion ceased after a study revealed a high number of 
hypo~traemia cases among children with diarrhoea. 
A growing emphasis is being placed on the d e c d i o n  of health syslems research (HSR). 
Through the project, the INS is now sufficiently capable to lead and implement this process. 
Future reach is therefore lkely as more provincial health professionals are trained in research 
methodology and health systems research is used as a tool for improved service delivery. 
h P = t  
The INS and FM continue to collaborate technically in research a p p r d  and impraOentation 
This was considered by the INS staff as an important and sustained outcome of the project since it 
did not exist previously, but there is evidence that duplication of limited resources is begirming to 
occur. For example, in a sector with very limited resourca, laboratories (with ample capadty to 
spare), of the type which exist in the INS, are also being built in the FM 
Research capability has undoubtedly improved as evidenced by a reported increase in international 
publications, and a reported increase in suality aud quantity of research conducted. This could 
not be verified by the Author Since it was written in Portuguese. All key informants in the 
implemdng institutions agreed that the project had played a major role in creating this impact 
through its major activities of stafftraining research grants and improved access to literature. An 
FM staffmember who had received undergraduate medical training in research methodology, and 
had worked in the provinces, was convinced that the training had inneased problem solving skills 
among doctors. Docton placed in provincial health facilitiq where operational constraints are 
commonplace, are better able to solve day to day supply and administrative problems as well as 
incorporate operational research to improve effectiveness and &uency in their workplace. 
Not only bas the project contriiuted to increasing the knowledge pool, but also document 
retrieval. The documentation centre in the tNS and FM library are both functional. 3,426 
documents out of a total of approximately 7,000 (documentalist estimate) in the documenitation 
centre had been catalogued on computer. Computer cataloguing had just begun in the FM liirary. 
Retrieval through manual cataloguing was operational in both iustitutions. This is remarkable 
progress considering the pre-project situation of very Wed capablity of documentation centre 
and library staff(= Context) and the absence of a hnct iod catalogued system. 
There was demonstrable impact on policy, programme impl&errtation and health impact resulting 
%om some of the research that was conducted dunng the project. Use of project research has 
lead to better integration of programmes and the cessation of the use of chloroquine as 
prophykxis. It was not possible to quanti& the extent to which health impact resulted from 
researcb, nor was it possiile to ascertaitl which research projects were fimded by IDRC, but 
dearly these were not the only examples. The major fixtors influencing impact have been 
described under Context above and are summmed . in Table 4 Mow. 
I 
.. ' 
It must be remanbered that in 1991 the limited research conducted was largely undertaken by 
expatriates. Today, nationals are initia- reviewing, conduaing and publishing research. The 
project upgraded the capability of nationals such that they were d c i e n t l y  trained and 
experienced to &end postgraduate trairdng abroad, later finded by other donors, detailed above 
under Inputs. The INS now has one staffmember with a PhD., six with a Master's degree, and 
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six more about to begin postgraduate training. The project probably contributed to this (Author's 
conclusion) since it increased the capability of individual researchers and their research output, 
and thus, their elighiity for post graduate training. 
Other donor inputs such as that by DANIDA and WHO (see Budget and Expenditure above) 
were explored for possible project inthence. The Danish Embassy was contacted, but no one was 
available to comment on whether the JDRC project had intluenced DANTDA funding. Regarding 
WHO inputs, it is ConCeiyBble that the project maintained the flow ofresearch artides which 
provided the justification for WHO to contime &nding publication of the journal article, but 
without bowing the number of projects mrplemented and how many were IDRC-funded, it was 
not possible to comment on possible project intlumm. 
The project has sucoeeded in laying the fomdation for serving theMinistry ofHealth's research 
needs. Sice the project began there h been in increased emphasis on 'operational research', 
indicating the realization among researchers and users of the need to provide research infomation 
for practical use. The HSR initiative is fuahering this aim and the research insritutions are now 
able to support this process. For instance, the Mimstry of Health has provided, through policy 
development mechanisms, a list of HSR needs and the HSR plan q u i r e s  the participating 
research inStitUtons to provide technical assistance to train trainers at provincial level The 
Project Leader considered the IDRC project to be the primary vehicle through which the INS staff 
gained sutiicient expertise to be able to implement this initiative. 
Key informants in the INS also consider one of IDRC's main contributions to have been the 
provision of knds for research to facilitate the strengthening process to occur, without imposing a 
research agenda 
2.3 Enh~rmemeat of Outeomcs 
A summary of the factors which inhibited and enhanced imp& are given in Table 4 below: 
. 
TABLE 4: FACTORS TaAT JiVJ3IBnED AND ENHAIVCED IMPACT - 
STRENGTHENMG RESEARCH CAPABILl", MOZ4MBIQUE 
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I Factors that ~nhiited Impact 
Inadequate gdance in the planning of I n  provision to the 
damnentatton centre. 
Contextual factors (det;uled above) h i t 4  the amnnt of 
research conducted e.g. no - recognition for published 
research; competing sources for salary supplementahon by 
civil servimts (including researchers); M cam path for 
re?arCers, etc. r-- 
Factors that Enhanced Impact 
Involvement of all key stakeholders in crealing a vision 
&r research and in designing tbe project 
Involvemenl of IDRC pmjm staff in the develOpment of 
the project 
The ultimate aim of ENHR is to provide information which is used to improve health status 
through the development, and then implementation, of health policy. The objectives ofthe first 
phase ofthe 10-year plan have been achieved. Now that the foundation for research has been 
created the next stage is to coosolidate and maintain research capability at ~ t i d  lwel and to 
support and promote research among all health professionals. Research would then be recoginzed 
as a managerial tool at all levels to improve service delivery, and would be widely used as such. 
There is also an initiative to use HSR to facilitate health problem solving at the community level. 
Major strategies required for this next phase have been identified as follows: 
1. 
., 
Library support: Develop a communication network among all relevant libraries in the 
country providing all provinces with access to the Internet and the abirity to conduct 
literature searches; provide continued technical assistance to support the continued 
strengthening of the research institution libraries and provide support to developing the 
libmy network throughout the countty; provide multi-user - multi data base service 
capacity in the research institution libraries; provide h d i a g  for associated recurrent costs 
and dissemination mechanisms, e.g. resumption of the Newsletter. There is a plan for 
expansion of Internet acoess and email installation but a copy was not available to the 
author. Complementary to library support is an ICT proposal to the ACACIA Initiafive 
that has bee0 submitted; 
Traiaiag of staE Training new staffin health research institutions at post graduate level; 
trainiag trainers at provincial level and support provincial hain= to hain provincial and 
district level staff in HSR; continued funding for medid  students training; 




AlBation of health research institutions to the university (as already proposed) to finther 
improve iategration of research activities and maximize use of limited resources. 
4. 
A Health Sector Recovery Programme funded by the International Development Association 
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contains a research component, but the extent to which hnds can be accessed for research-related 
activities was unclear. Although some funding may be forthcoming &om the Islamic 
Development Bank for HSR activities a substantial portion of the strategies identified above 
remain unfunded. IDRC's role in developing the library network and related ICT input would 
seem appropriate as well as supporting other unfunded activities listed above. The Health Sector 
Recovery Programme will also support activities to strengthen institutional capacity which should 
remove or reduce the influence of many contextual constraints. Since addressing some of the 
majlnco- ' which inhibit use/impact of research is outside of the mandate of IDRC, the role 
of IDRC may be optimized ifintegrated as part of a larger programme of assistance that i d w h  
'ye wealolesses. improving institutional and admmtrat~ . .  
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3.0 Project # 91-0275 Agmcbemicds and Farmworkers 
3.1 Description of Project 
A large proportion of South African workers is employed in agriculture and is exposed to large 
quantities of agricultural chemicals, especially pesticides. The effects of these chemicals on the 
health of workers and their %lies, including chronic efFects, were hgely unknown. The project 
consisted of a study which measured the impact of exposure to pesticides on the peripheral and 
central nemous systems. It also field tested field kits and other testing instruments for their 
accuacyandreliability. 
The study was implemented h m  1992 to 1995. It c ~ m e  at a time of' 
Africa. The results were to infonn anticipated new legislation, policies and programmes. The 
project also aimed to train and empower black researchers since thelegacy ofapartheid had 
resulted in very limited black research capacity. This assessment will ascertain the extent to which 
these anticipated outcomes have been realized The projed was implemented by the Departmem 
of Community Health at the Umversity of Cape T o q  Republic of South Africa 
As referred to in the methodology, this assessment was wnducted through a desk study which 
does not do justice to the considerable impact that was achieved. InFormation xlurces included 
the Project Summary, technical reports and comments through elnail h o r n  a piincipal researcher 
in the recipient institution Due to the Author's time constraints, the information provided by the 
recipient mStmaion could not be veriiied with the intended beneficiaries. 
context 
The project was conceived at a time of imminent transition to a democratic government. New 
legislation and policies were behg developed to redress the racial imbalance of the pre-vious 
government. The situation created an environment in which there was a demand for research 
results that would shape occupational health policy The recipient institution was already 
Couaborati~ witb centres that were developing policies and legislation. Thus the mechanisms and 
policy environment was conducive to dissanination and use of research results. 
Although the transition laid fertile ground for policy development, the actual restructuring that 
took place during the project caused delays in impact. The service providers were so busy with 
restructuring that application of results in policy shifts was retarded. It also caused delays to a 
follow-on project to investigate methods for the safe storage and disposal of agrochemicals 
The legacy of apartheid caused project constraints. Firstly, there was a shortage of black 
researchers to train. This compromised tbe extent to which capacity could be built among black 
staE Smndly, as a result of the actreme isolation of rural farms and the tight cam01 exerted by 
h e r s  over employees, there was a very Iow level ofunionization of workers on farms. The lack 
of orgaoizafion among farm workers limited tbe extent to which they could participate in study 
design, application and implementation of results. 
Shortly after the study was implemented, the main COSATU-aEhtedunion wbich served finm 
workers handed over responsibility for the sector to a new union dedicated to the organizirtion of 
farm workers, the South African Plantation, Agricultural and Allied Workers Union 
change in South 
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( S M A W U ) .  This meant that there was a hiatus in attempts to organize workers on farms at 
precisely the point when implementation of project results could have appeared on a union 
agenda Links with SAAPAWU (and other smaller unions) are presently being re-established 
through a series of training workshops in which the project results are being used. 
The market preferences by aqloyers for US and European clients assisted in creating the 
financial incentive for employers to support research into farm workers’ occupational health. 
Initial suspicion and reluctwe by employers towards the study caused delays in panting access 
to the chosen study site which resulted in hurried preparation and necessary over expendmve on 
data collection It i n f l u e e c e d  the use of project inputs, i.e. more staffand transportation costs 
were used, but did not inthmce project outcomes. 
The Department of Community HeaIth had established collaborative links prior to project 
implemdm acmrding to the Project Summary. It had already collaborated on research with 
the University of South Africa acd the National Centre for Occupational Health Both these 
organizations assisted with specialized components of the project research. At the University of 
Cape Town, coordination of research into occupational health had begun through an in fod  
group known as Workheal& including dermatologists, respiratory physicians and other specialist 
medical pemuneI. Through membership of Workhealth, the Department of C d t y  Health 
was to gain access to the dermatological resources at Groote Schuur Hospital. The on-going 
research programme in the Department was also helping to coordinate an informal forum of 
interested goups such as trade unions, rural advice centreg including the Centre for Rural L.egaI 
Studies, and environmentabt orgsnizations. Prior to the project these agencies were meeting on 
a regular basis to discuss, among other things, workers and agcochemicals. Some of these 
organizations used the results of the research For development ofle@6on (Centre f o r M  
Legal Studies) and training (Food aad Allied Workers Union, or F A W .  
Tests for organophosphate metabolites in urine, genatoxiCity in blood samples, and 
chromatographic analysis of pesticides were not possible since non-commercial laboratories in 
South Africa did not have sutficientty sensitive q u i p &  or skilled 
laboratories were prohibitiveIy expensive. This was contrary to information provided to the 
Project Leader during project planning and was therefore unforeseen. Delay in d y s i s  of some 
research findings has resulted. 
Objectives 
The aim of the project, as stated in the Project Summary, was to determine the e8fims of exposure 
to agricultural chemicals on the health of workas, and the effecriveness of control methods, 
simultaneoM strengthening the research capacity ofblack st& students and farm worker’s 
tradeunioldsts. 
The objective was largely achieved, but the shortage of available black researchers and the 
reorganization of farmworker unions limited improvements in research capacity 




To achieve these objectives a study was designed, comprising a number of components. F i i ,  a 
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series of pilot studies were undertaken to test the data collection took, such as the Testmate 
Cholinesterase Kit and the Vibratron peripheral newe sensation tester, to pre test the 
questionnaires, and to evaluate airborne exposure to pesticides, among others. Data was then to 
be collected &om farm workers during the high and low sprajhg seasons, analyzed and then 
reports written. During the course of the study, an emphasis would be given to the inclusion and 
6aining of black researchers, including candidates for post graduate study using data h m  the 
research project to produce theses as part llfillment of their degrees. Through the on-going 
collaborative networks already established, as wen as through publications, the findings would be 
disseminated and used to develop policy and legislation The Author considers that the Strategies 
were appropriate, though not all were feasible due to the scarcity of black researchers. 
ACii&it?S 
f i o r  to the project, initial workhad been done to establish the need for such research. As 
described above, several pilot studies were conducted initially to test the various kits and methods 
for measuring the impact of pesticides on health. An audit of pesticide safety practices was also 
carried out as well as a review of existing records of pesticide poisoning notifications. 
The main focus of the project, the inve&ation of the pot& neurotoxic effects oflong-term 
low-dose pesticide exposure on fann workers, was then carried out by the research team. Field 
work was conducted over a period of 8 months in high and low season, followed by data d y s k  
and Write up A further substudy investigated potential chronic respiratoq pathology due to long- 
term paraquat exposure. Duiing first round data dection it was noted that there were high 
levels of physical trauma amongst the subjects. Subsequently, a trauma inventory was included in 
the second round. During the course of the study, an outbreak of Guillian-Barre SyndrMne (GBS) 
was discovered in another province which was investigated as part of the brief of the project. 
A comprehensive range of ‘leadii edge’ tests were used, some of which were field tested for the 
first time. 
I 
s4luce planned Conhiburion AchlalExpenditurt 
(CAD) (CAD) 
Sub total I 246,750 
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226,068 
University ofcape Town 
Time of staffin Dept of Community Mediche, 
including 20% ofbject  Leader’s time, full time 
r e s e a r ~ e t c . , a n d o ~ s u p p o r t  
Other otga~~izatiow 
Time dstaffh Other collaborating instiartionS 
including Unimsity of South Afika &National 
CentreforOaxwmal ’ Health. 
According to the principal researcher, the inputs were adequate and timely 
The other donors were the South African Medical Research Council who contributed towards the 
costs of the blood tests and the Umversity of Cape Town Research Administration who facilitated 
a fellowship for the principal researcher before the IDRC hding came through, which allowed 
ground work to be done. 
Some. computer equipment was provided. This was mainly used for data analysis. The University 
pmvided for fax and email which were used extensively. 
3.2 ProjertOutcoma 
osipots 
Accordisg to the project’s technical reports and principal researcher, the outputs of the j m j e  
were as follows: 
- 9 peer reviewed papers, 4 further publications in non-peer reviewed journals, and 2 
monograph one of which has been made available to health professionals in industry and 
agriculture who are responsible for monitoring workers exposed to pesticides. 
Approxjmately 13 confereoce presentatiom (oral and poster) including an invited keynote 
address at an international epidemiological symposium in 1997, have been made based on 
projed-related work; 
Comments on draft legislation: Occupational Heaw and Safety BiU, 1993, J$ured 
Employees Compensation BiU, 1993, Environmental Act 1997 and a position paper for the 
N O  that was d s s i o n e d  to develop new legklatim for pesticides; 
Theses br a PhD , master’s and BSc. degree on various aspects of agrocher&cal 






- A module on occupational health for a Rural Foundation farm health worker project; 
Module on farm worker and rural health in the Masters in Public H d t h  and M.Phil 
programme in Public Health at the Western Cape School of Public Heaith. This module is 
also offered as a freestanding short course every two years at the University’s Winter 
School, as part of the Regional School of Public HeaIth initiative. Teaching material was 
also developed for postgraduates on the Diploma in Occupational Health offered by the 
departinat over the period 1993 to 1997. Additionally, the National Centre for 
Occupational Health bas invited the Department of Co- Health to teach on a 
toxicology course scheduled for 1998, based on expertise in the field of pesticides; 
Questionnaire, pamphlets, and a shop stewards orgmking marmal for the FAWU. In 
1997 health and safety training on pesticides was conducted for the SAAE’AWU, and 
materials previously developed for the FAWU were Bcpanded and used. Based on the 
research team’s experience, the ILO has invited the Department to participate in an ILO 
sponsored training for all farm worker unions in South Afiica io 1988; 
Approximately 100 copies of the guidelines for biological monitoring for organophosphate 
exposure have been distributed to date in response to requests from h d t h  professionals 
responsible for monitoring workers exposed to pesticides, but also from government 
inspectors in health and labour departments; 
Draft regulations on Agricuttuml Workplaces for the Deparbnent of Manpowet; 
Input to the draft discussion document on ANC policy regarding h workers which was 
compiled by the Centre for Rural Legal Studies 
Trabing 6 interviewers, 1 data manager, 2 psychologists, research assistant, and the three 
researchers who produced the theses have all received s u b W  training OR research 
methodology, and all hut two were. black However, the project did not succeed in 
providing highex degrees to the number of participants auticipted, or promoting the 
number of black cesearchers in academic positions. One of the (black) researchers, 
however, is now working as Deputy Duector for Occupational and Environmental Health 







Outputs produced that were Significantly mauenced by the project: 
- Report to the Health Jkptment, Stellenbosch Division of the Western Cape Regional 
services council; 
- Workshop on promoting the safe use of pesticides (iincluding report of results of research 
into pesticide poisoning notihiions); 
Paot project on agrochemid disposal; and 




The technrical reports indicated (and continued by the principal researcher) that the Department 
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continues to conduct related research and to collaborate with other institutions 
The prodigious output from the project, including peer reviewed publications, and invitations to 
i m d o n a l  events, indicate the high quality of the project and project-related outputs. 
Rmeh 
From the desk study it appears that project reach and impact bas been, d will continue to be, 
sdensive Details are given in Table 5 below. The reputabilii of the Department and its 
established COIlaborative networks fkcilitated reach considerably. Another cOntributory factor 
was its function as a teaching institution, since the results could easily be incorporated into 
appropriate cunicuk The calibre of participating statTalso enabled the cesearch results to be 
included in peer reviewed jwmal articles and has opened up invitations to give key note addresses 
at iaternational meetings. It was unfodunate that the union orgrmisaticn reskuchred at the time 
that the project results were available, but a programme of training for relevant unions in the 
project results is currently underway. 
The hning cooperatives wae deeply involved in approving the protocol The FAWU were 
involved in commenting on the protocol but Eum workers organisations did not play any direct 
role in need identification. Worken and employers on the farms were given report backs on the 
results, but it WBS diftlcult to ensure hrther action beyond this. A series of meetings were held in 
three different areas to ensure that both workers and h e r s  had the opportunity to receive 
feedback 
Impact 
The project has generated wmsiderable interest in this area of research and bas also built capacity 
within the Department of Community Health As a result the Department has developed a long- 
term programme of teaching, research and evaluation of service interventions in rural farmmg 
areas. The principal researcher has noted that a network of trained professionals is serviced with 
information and advice since many gduates enquire about pesticide h& or to request 
additional information OT data sources. Project research staffare now members of international 
unnmittees and are key resource pasons at international comminees. 
There have been multiple spin-offi from the project. A special edition of the South African 
Medical Journal is to be dedicated to the health of farm workers in 1998, at the suggestion of the 
Department of Community Health It will cany tbree artides and an editorial fiom the 
department, all of which have arisen directly or indirectly h m  the IDRC-funded research 
Accordbg to the principal researcher, the project has been a springboard for further research and 
imexvention in the areas of h worker health and use of pesticides. A work h.tali study was 
completed, and monitoring of water sources in fanning areas for pesticides is on-gohg. Baseline 
research has been conducted for pesticide policy and the Department is now involved in a series 
of national and regionaI workshops to bring the public into the policy formulation process. A 
project to address the payment of famnvokers with alcobol is also being impremented in 
couaboration with other Orgaoizations. 
The technical reports indicated that the re l i i i l i i  and useiihess of the Testmate field kit for 
cholinesteraseestimates was established for the first time and at least one paper was published in 
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the field test findings 
for developing countries. One W.D. was recently awarded to a Kenyan researcher who made 
extensive use of the project’s published work. The East Africa Pesticide Network has been using 
the kit and using the project’s results in their assessment of its utility Practical use has been 
demonstrated by applying it to monitoring exposures in the Northern Cape follow-up of the 
GuiUain Barre Syndrome outbreak. Northern Cape staff have been trained in ushg the kit and 
now have the capacity to establish their own monitoring programme. 
During the project, methods were developed to characterize exposure to neurotoxins which is a 
major advance in epidemiological research Two artides on the methods developed have been 
published in the South African Journal of Science and another paper revised for publication with 
an international occupational health journal. The work is of great value in dealing with diilicdt 
re-search issues in developing countries. At a recent international meeting, the principal researcher 
was invited to present this work to a special workshop addressing exposure assessmeut in 
developing countries. 
The study also sought to develop new types of neurobebavioud tests that would be suited for 
use amongst low-education working populations, typical of developing countries. The results 
have been partially published in recent articles and it is anticipated that the findings could make a 
major contribution to international standards iix neurobehaviod testing. 
Input into policies, regulations and legislation bas been signdican~ such as providing cormneots 
on the Occupatiod Health and Safety Bill, 1993, and the Injured Employees Compensation Bill, 
1993, and a new Environmental Act. Andotal obsavation by the project’s principal researcher 
suggests that legislation is being enforced to ensure safety standards are upheld. 
Various seminars were conducted and recommendations were submitted to the Department of 
Labour regarding agrocbemical use. Remmmendations ofthe project have been included into the 
Western Cape Health Plan. Indeed, the pMcipal researcher was chairman of one Taskteam 
because of his involvement in the project. A local surveillance system has also been set up and 
maintained in one local government. 
There is insufficient data to assess empirically whether health status of fann workers has risen as a 
result of the project. There have also been other initiatives which will conuibute to improvements 
m health such as tbe implementation of the Hazardous Chemical Substance Regulation 
In conclusion, impact has been primarily felt in policy and legislation development, increasing 
knowledge pool, and building capacity and influence of the project Statfand i m p l d g  
department. There may have been some impact at the service delivery level through training and 
dissemination of information. It has not been possible to measure the extent to which farm 
workers benefitted, but it is probably limited. However, the latter group is likely to benefit 
sigoiscantly in the future through the training of unions, enforcement of new legislation, and on- 
going research and intervention projects, many of which have directly followed the DRC-funded 






3.3 Enhancement of Outcomes 
Restructuring of local government delayed policy 
changes being made following research results 
Limited capacity of laboratories to conduct 
required arlrllysis 
According to the principal researcher, the most important projects that would enhance project outcomes 
are as follows: 
- Evaluation of training methodologies and dissemination of training for fium workers and - lmplemerdaton of medical surveiuanw for firin workers exposed to pesticides; 
- Progrmmw to suppofi small scale (emergent) farmers to be safe h r n  the hazards of pesticides. - 
Development of a htsewicer on pesticide issues to share i n f o d o n ,  assist in problem solving, identify 
resources for !mining and information, and to provide a site where the Department of Agriculture can 
post notices of pesticide registration for public comment. This would be an ideal ICT mecfianism to 
achieve very practical and useful objectives. A complementary Newsletter is also envisaged for those 
wahoutemail. 
Factors that inhibited and enhanced impact are summarised in the following @He: 
- Promotion of integrated pest management strategic+ 
TABLE 6: FACTORS THAT INBIBFFED AND ENHANCED IMPACT - 
AGROCREMICALSAND FARMWORKERS 
Factors that Inhibited Jjnmct 1 Factors that Enhanced h a c t  I 
~ 
C a l i  of personnel and reputability and capacity of 
recipient institution 
Established collaborative networks prior to project 
I Tm ofresearch during a transition to democracy I researchers to train I when wliues and legislation were be& revised Paucity of appropriately experienced biack 
Reorganization of unions delayed training worker 
representatives 
Institution was a university and therefore quickly 
incorporated the research results into training 
cunicula, and identified post graduates that were 
abIe to use research in part fulfillment of 
- postgraduate degrees 
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4.0 
4.1 Description of Project 
This project was the second phase of a pilot project which sought to demonstrate the impact of an 
integrated approach to SchiStosomiaSis control. Phase I comprised the intervention stage and 
Phase n concentfated on evaluating the impact of these interventions, the results of wbich would 
form the basis for designing a national schistosomiasis wntd programme. 
The project was implemented from 1989 until 1996, but most project activities were undertaken 
h t n  1990 to 1993. Blair Research Laboratory in Himre, Zimbabwe, wplemented the project. 
Together with De Beers Research Laboratory, it forms part of the Blair Research Institute which, 
according to its Annual Report 1995, is the ~ t i ~ n a l  centre for research, training and service in the 
fields of disease control, biomedicine and health Blair, a depar!ment within the Ministry of 
Health and Child Welfare (MOEl&CW), is the major institution within which the Minktry aims to 
improve the health of the people of Zimbabw e by scientific research The Director of Blair, dong 
with other departmental heads, reports to the Principal Medical Director in the MOH&CW. 
Regarding schistomnkis, Blair collaborates with other related Ministry departments such as the 
Department of Ewironmental Health and the Department of Epidemiology and Disease Control. 
At the start of Phase II it was estimated that 22% of the Ziabweaa population were infected 
with schistosomiasis . The two e s v e  control strategies, namely chemotherapy and chemical 
malluscicides, were prohibitively expensive for national control. The integration of water and 
&tation and health education with existing measures was considered the &able and 
appropriate control strategy for Zimbabwe. The project research was to confirm or refute the 
need to link schistos0miasis control to hproved watm and Sanitation 
This case study project assessment will focus on to what exknt the Phase II evaluation results 
shaped the present schistosomiasis control programme and what impact/& tk programme has 
achieved. The involvement of schistosonriasis control partners in identifjing the need for this 
research, conctucting the study and rwiewing the results will also be investigated as will the 
impact of the project on research capacity at Blair 
Context 
Following independence Zimbabwe embarked on an ambitious investment programme to provide 
kee health care to all during a time of slow economic growth The resulting macroeumomic 
imbalance was c o n 4  through the Emnomic Structural Adjustment Programme @SAP), 
initiated in 1990. The ensuing cutbacks on social services further ranforced the need for low-cost 
sustainable health interventions and, due to its influence on mortality, the malaria programme has 
received the lion’s share of limited disease control resouces to the detriment of schistcsorniaSis 
control. The reseach was therefore both timely and appropriate. 
In 1989 d e c e n t d i o n  was initiated with greater responsibility b e i i  allocated to provinces and 
central level was reorgamzed . to provide support to provincial implementation B W s  mandate 
was narrowed to conducting r e d  whereas previouSly they had been responsible for both 
research and disease control. The project proposal had been agreed whilst disease control was the 
Project # 880397 Schistosomiasis control: A Community-Based Approach Phase II 
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responsibility of Blair and then implemented after restructuring had taken place. Thus, Blair staff 
had ownership of the research, but those responaile for implemedng its findings were in other 
MOH&CW departments or at provincial level. 
In recent years the MOH&CW has embarked on a h d t h  reform programme which, Bccording to 
health reform documentation, seeks to rectit;l managerial and institutional inadequacies. These 
inadequacies had impacted on research in that there was little systematic national priofitjzation for 
research (source: MOH&CW &a@. At the time of the Phase ll proposal, research topics were 
often initiated and determined by either Blair or thek donor partners (source: previous and present 
Blair staff). The users of research (decision makers) were therefore not involved in its identification 
which may haw compromised the use of research results (Author's mclusion). 
Blair began in 1936 as a research institution for schistoso&is. It is a highly respected research 
centre and is the specialist institution for healthdated research in Zimbabwe. At the start of 
Phase II the Director of Blair, also the Project Leader, resigned, and the Co-Project Leader 
replaced him as Project Leader and Institute Director. According to the replacement Prqect 
Leader, this resulted in delays in start-up and reporting, and there was insuilicient time for him to 
supervise all aspects of the study. whilst Blair has led health research in Zimbabwe, its capacity at 
the time of Phase 11 was limited. When the present Director replaced the previous incumbent he was 
the only PhD. holder, compared to 6 Ph.D. holders at present (since 1991) and a further 6 currently 
engaged in doctoral research. All senior Blair staff, as well as others engaged in the project, were 
asked (and probed) whether there was any connection between the project and the these doctorates. 
No relationship was described or evident. The training wag undertaken as part of a programme of 
in-house training of Blair staff. 
Much of the research prior to Phase ll was small scale and biomedical in nature and there was little 
experience in evaluating integrated intmentions, particularly behaviour change. Thiq together 
with the indc ien t  project supervision (by the Project Leader, mentioned above), compromised the 
quality of the knowledge, attitudes and practices suwey. There was also limited administrative 
capacity at Blair and fhanckd procedures were slow in accessing IDRC funds from the Ministry of 
Finance. These comments on Blair's limitations at project onset are based on data collected &om 
key informants at Blair who were involved in the project at the time it was implemented. 
The 1991-92 drought in southern AfXca affeded data collection since some selected water bodies 
for snail ~0lleCti011 dried up. 
Project Objectives 
As stated in the Project Summary, the project objectives were as follows: 
To evaluate an integated, community-based schistowmiasis control programme as ti component of 
an existing primary health can system. 
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Specific Obiectives 
1. To study the effect of improved water and sanitation facilities on the transmission of 
schistosomiasis 
2. To measure the impact of treatment interval on the prevalence and intensity of schistosomiasis 
infection in school children 
The irttegrated intmdon was evaluated and a report produced. The study was uuable to 
demonstrate any substantial impact of water and sanitation on the transmission of SClristosomiaSi~ 
but the 3 4  year evaluation period may not have been long enough- && a reductionin 
incidence and prevalence. The study did lead to a conclusion regarding treatment intend, albeit 
tentative and also demonstrated the sustaiuabii of water and sanitation provisiodpromotion 
using the participatory approach. 
strategy 






Comparisons of incidence and pre-valence between Bushu (control area) and ihfadiiwe 
(mtervention area) were to be made to measure their impact on disease trawnission As 
d d b e d  in Context ahove, not all the stakeholders were involved in project identification and 
design, 50 it is unlikely that there was a shared perjpectve on objectives and strategy. The 
appropriateness of the study design is debatable. An alternative design could have been 
considered that would have enabled proximity and use of u n c o m a  water and sanitation 
data to be linked to individual infection, thereby dowing for a comparison between Villages and 
individuals within Madziwe and Bushu 
A&iti€Y 
Activities included providii chemotherapy 36 months after the last treatment, taking and 
analyzing urine and stool samples; momtohg the s d  population and th& shedding of the 
schistosomiash parasite; measuring the infectivity of exposed hamsters; and a kmwIedge, 
attitudes and practices (KAE’) study to assess the effectiveness of h d t h  education and the 
sustahrability of water and sanitation provision. Extensive meetings were held in the study areas 
to mobilize the support of officials at every level as w d  as members of the CMnmUnities involved. 
changes in age prevalence of SchistosomiaSiS in Madziwe and Bushu over a three year 
Period; 
prevalence of schistosomiasiS in Grade 1 pupils mterhg the school system fium 1990- 
1992; 
incidence of schistosomiasis in a cohort of 7-14 year old school children, 
infection rates in intermediate host snails as an indicator of transmissio~ 
changes in water and sanitation coverage since the end of the implementation phase 
The results of the study were presented and discussed exhaustively at a twwday workshop 
attended by two environmental health o%icers l?om each of eight provinces. 
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Inputs and Expenditure 
The items included in the budget were all related to data collection, analysis and repon writing 
No fimds were set aside for dissernination or other follow-up activities. The workshop was 
h d e d  through repro# funds. 
According to project @ IDRC staff fmm both Ottawa and Nairobi Visited the project 3-4 tmKs 
over the project period. They provided technical advice and were able to agree on project 
changes and to iron out administrative issues. However, in betwegl Visits there were delays in 
responding to Blair’s financial queries which was a source of &&ration and caused an avoidable 
diversion of time from project implemeatation to project admunstrati on. 
A summary of available information on planned and actual inputs is @en below: 

















AbMties, pnmanly data collection and salaries for I technu3ansandiieldworlcen 
I 197,920 Sub total 
I 151,620 I 105,640 
190,920 
Gave- (PSI 
PeMnnel: PrinnpnlIweSti@I, cQ-Pnnc4al 
Invdgator, Tidu~icians, field mrkm 





4.2 Projert Outcomes 
outputs 
The evaluation of the integrated community based schistosomiasis control project was conducted. 
The tinding, as documented in the study report, revealed a sustained moderate reduction in the 
prevalence of both types of schistosomiasis and there was some evidence of a reduction in 
intensity of infection. Chemothesapy was primarily responsible for reduced prevalence and 
incidence and the level of transmbsion recorded in both study sites suaests minimal impact of the 
water and sauitation interveatioas, but the 3 4  year evaluation period may not have been long 
enough to detect any @act. Access to water and sanitation had been sustained &om Phase I but 
not appreciably increased 
The KAP study results indicated that (a) people in both study areas were more aware than b&re 
of how schistosomiasis is contracted; @) people were app-tive of protected water supplies 
and latrines, but the water points were insuEQent and those that yielded water all year round 
were located far away; and (c) there was no appreciable intervention-inspired bebaviour change to 
reduce transmission of schistosomiasis. 
A &aft report of the research results was produced and Blair are sti l l  awaiting technical comments 
h m  IDRC More .Tbe report gave an accurate description of tbeiustification, 
methodology and results. Some tests of statistical significance were performed and conclusions 
were dram where appropriate. The report had a some technical shortmmhgs which relate both 
to the study design and quality of report Writinglanalysis, but it must be remembered that the 





5 .  
6. 
The KAP study failed to link behaviour change with disease transmission and there was 
little quadtative data on bebaviour related to schistosMmas . is transmission (noted in the 
Project swey report); 
The Government of Zimbabwe, under a difFerent project, promoted water and sani~on 
inputs in Bushu during Phase I which compromised, to some extent, its control status. 
Nevertheless, the study design was maintained, relying on changes in incidence and 
prevalence between the two communities, rather than Iinkiug behaviour change with 
incidence and prevalence data at an individual 1 4  in both uwrmmities (Author’s 
observation); 
There was Iimited use of Pbase I data fbr longitudinal analysis (Author‘s observation); 
There was limited discusion ofthe implications of snail shedding and hamster immersion 
results (Author’s observation); 
There was no refmce to intmmtiod literature dated to the findings and conclusions 
(Author’s o b d m ) ;  
Sample size in Bushu was small because those infected were not treated (noted in the 
project report and con6rn-d by researchers). The implications ofthis on the 
representativeness of results were not discussed (Author’s observation); 
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7. The results indicated that infection intensity differed by ward within the districts under 
study. The first phase found that this was related to proximity to natural water bodies 
(Phase I report), but the phenomenon was not explored for the second phase data 
(Author's observation). 
A major handicap was the inexperience ofthe project staff during the first year ofthe study. The 
lack of continuity of Project Leader may have contributed to this, since the successor did not have 
the time to provide d a e n t  supervision of the researchers due to additional responsibilkks as 
Director of Blair. 
The three project rrcruited stat€- given one moath's schistosomiasis orientation. Seven staff 
~mcluding2universitystudents)weregiven3 day'straininginKAP surveydatacoUection;and 
the two project field orderlies were trained in methodologies related to biomedid survey 
methodology. Blair personnel indicated that administrative staff also learned how to manage a 
large project though the experience. Almost all staff involved in tbe project hwe been retamed 
and used for subsequent research. The research assistant and Co-Project Leader both reported 
learning a great deal about intervention evaluation and schistosomiasis epidemiology through 
implemenling the project, The latter has since left Blair but remains employed in Zimbabwe as a 
research officer for an NGO in a related field. 
According to project stafs the computer and related equipment was very valuable and necessary 
to project implement& 'on. ItisisLxingusedbySecretanal . staff for work processing. 
However, further ICT input such as installation of CD Rom and subscription to Medline would 
have assisted the researchers greatly to a~cess international literature Since the Blair l i i  is 
d l .  Email Services would also have enabled Blair to network with other researchem 
i n t d d y -  
Blair (with IDRC's agreement) tried to compensate for the limited experience in measuring 
behaviour change by providing the assistance of a local university lecturer, but the Author was not 
able to dekmine why this was not succes&. 
Read 
According to the Project Summary the results were to be published, and meetings were to be held 
with c o d t i e s  and the local population. Presentation at international senrinars was also 
intended and hther reach was to be achieved through incorporation of the findings into MOH 
policy and strategies for schistosomiasis 
The results were not published and community meetings were not M d .  A pressation was made 
at an international meeting in Cairo and a workshop in Kanb was held to disSemiaate the results. 
Two environmeutal health officas 6om each province attended the workshop, as well as Blair 
staffand the Epidemiology a d  Disease Control D e p a ~ t m e  MOH&CW. The objective of the 
workshop was to promote the integrated approach at prmincial level. Imithg provincial staE 
was appropriate within the dermddmd . system since provinces have their own budgets and are 
able to hitiate disease control activities themselves. Acwrdmg to Blair stafs most of the beuefit 
!?om the workshop related to recommmdatiow on how to implement the integrated strategy for 
schistosomiasis conb-01 such as community participation and using local government sbuetures. 
These operatid lessons learned, however, were hdings h m  Phase I rather than Phase IL 
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The potential users were not involved in project identi64on Sinct this twk place prior to 
decentdm ' tion. They were briefed that it was being conducted both at MOH&CW head of 
department meetings (Planning Pool) and annual disease control planning and evaluation meetings. 
The involvement ofhedickies in BsgessmeRt of iindings occurred during the disSeminati on 
workshop. For details of the extent of reach and impact, please refer to Table 7 below. 
Impact 
Impact of the project was to be realized h m  improved service delivery for schistosomiasis control 
through the development of a national policy and programme. While a national programme has not 
yet been developed, there is d a c e ,  BccoTding to Blair, that aome provinces have adopted 
stratees used m the project to control .d&osomiasis at provincial level. In Mashodand East 
province, for example, tbere is a schistosomiaais control programme modelled on the Madziwe 
project design and the implementors are constantly consulting Blair on how to monitor it. Similar 
smaller scale programmes are also being implemented in two other provinces. 
According to staEof the Department of Epidemiology and Disease Control, followhg a National 
Schistommiasis S w e y  in 1992 (also conducted by Blair) the Department adopted the (unwfitten) 
policy of an integrated approach to schistosomiasis control, based on the Survey's 
recommendations. Very recently Blair assisted the Department ofEpidemiology and Disease 
Control to develop a schistosomiasis control project proposal for Japan International Cooperation 
Agency (JICA) finding. It contains the MOH&CW policy on schistosomiasis corn1 and includes 
strategies that use the integrated approach. JICA and the MOHBrcw have since entered into a 
technical cooperation agreement to implement a schistommiasis control project. 
There are some lessons learned regarding what works and what does not work in the design of such 
integrated large scale projects. There is therefore some potential for f h r e  impact in the area of 
increased knowledge ifthese lessons can be documented and disseminated. 
In addition to the provincial schistosomiasis control programmes modelled on the Madziwe project, 
the major past and likely future impact of the Phase II project can be largely detertnined by its 
influence in shaping the JICA project, since this conbins the national policy and programme design. 
The project is based on Blair's recommendations, many ofwhich were developed prior to the 
results of the DRC-fimded research. The integrated approach (water, sanitation and health 
education) has been a recommended WHO strategy since 1985 and the Head of Department of 
Enviromental H d t h  in the MOH&CW confirmed that his Department had adopted it in its 
activities without knowledge of the Phase II results. 
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TABLE 7: EXTENT OF PROJECT REACH AND IMPACT - SCHISTOSOMIASIS CONTROL, ZIMBABWE 
p of Epidemiology 
d Disease Control 
Mce delivery agents: 
11th educators, 
fironmental health 
icers, other provincial 
11th team members 
nors 
idy population 
mlation at risk 
:rnationai 
lmunity 
Palicy Dissemination of research 




Training; dissemination of 
research report; workshop 
Increasing Dissemination of research 




quality of life 
Chemotherapy and raised 
awareness through - 
padicipation in giving 
specimens 
Improved senice delivery 
Law, Repd not disseminated outside of workshop. 
Indirectly Dept. benefitted since it was able to 
articulate proposed national control progranime to 
JICA with Blair's assistance. 
Medium. Some provincial staff continuing to learn 
from Madziwe project experience. 
Low. JICA benefitted from Blair's ability to articulate 
programme through its involvement in schisto. 
resGrcli including this project 
Low, Necessarily limited since most activities were 
collecting data mther than intervention. 
Low, depndent on cant of provincial 
schistosomiasis control programme. 
Low. Results presented at one international meeting. 
Attendance unknown. 
Medium, mainly thmngh using 
experience of nladziwe project 
implementation in on-going and 
planned schistosomiasis control 
programmes. 





Medium Mast of the muntry is 
unserved and therefore the potential 
is great for an integrated 
schistosomiasis control programme. 
Benefit would be through Blair's 
inhence in designing the national 
programme and providing on-going 
assistance using their experience. 
bu*, unless planned comments and 
assistance from IDRC in analyzing 
the data further produces an as yet 
undisclclosed finding. There is a state 
desire at Blair to publish findings, b~ 
no work on publication has begun. 
It is Wely that the schistoso~asis policy and broad JICA programme design would have been 
similar, ifnot the same, had the Pbase II project not been implemented. However, some aspects 
of the project have used the lessons learned during the IDRC-iknded research, according to Blair 
project staff The IDRC project’s primary influence in the future will be &om the experience 
gained by Bleir in the implementation of such a design, as is ocwring with the provincial 
programmes. 
Following the implementation of the IDRC project, DANIDA funded a project at Blair on the use 
of plant molluscicides. The in-country DANIDA repressentatiVe was contacted by telephone and 
the project supexvisors in Denmark were contacted through 
forthcoming and consequea~U~ it was not possile to detamine whether the IDRC project had in 
any way i n f l u d  the DANIDA project. 
According to the Director of Blair, he had r e q u e s t e d  IDRC to change the financial reporting 
format to correspond toBlair budget lines. He also requested funds to be transferred to Blair’s 
account. The requests were denied. This, together with the delays in IDRC responding to 
kancial information requests h m  Blair during the Phase II project, has made Blair hesitant to 
request further substantial funding from IDRC. 
4.3 Enhancement of Outcomes 
The relatively short time period to measure impact may have determined the inconclusive findings. 
A six year time period has now elapsed since the integrated intervention and a d e r  scale 
evaluation study may be justified to measure impact. 
There are additional research priorities that would also benefit hegated schistosomiasia control. 
Although Phase Il monitored snail shedding there was very tittle intenwm ’on in Phase I to control 
the snail population and commercial molluscides are prohibitively expensive. At present, IDRC 
and DANIDA are funding research on the use of plant molluscicides. There are also alternative 
snail control measures such as use of indigenous ducks and fish which Blair would like to 
d u a t e .  If shown to be cost-effective, the JICA project would then ensure that there are funds 
available to apply the research 6ndings in on-going integrated s c h i s t w o ~ s  control activities. 
Blair research laboratory is in the process of providing access to computers for its researchers, but 
progress depends on availability of funds through the various projects that support its activities. 
Staff did not have the technical capacity to articulate its ICT needs, nor was there time to conduct 
an thorough assessment. There did seem, however, to be &ni6cant potential for improvement in 
the use of ICTs for research purposes. Since they are such a reputable institution and a source of 
technical expertise it would be appropriate to enable them to increase their networking capacity to 
both access and provide research information. To this end IDRC could provide h d m g  for 
training and equipment. 
but a response was not 
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A summary of factors that inhibited and enhanced impact are provided in Table 8 below: 




limited. After the Project Leader I& inexprienced staff 
were delegated to implement the research projat without 
Suliicient supervision 
IDRC were not suliiciently flexible and responsive to the 
changes thattmkplace among the project staff so that 
addit i~technicalsuppqespecia l lydatedto~ 
design,oouldhavebeapmvidedattheSaaoftheproject 
Facto~xfbatEnhancedImpect 
Cbaosing an established and respected institution with 
experience in schisrosomiasis -that (a)& &that 
workedon the PrOjea were called upon to advise on future 
intnvention design; and (b) the pjed could Contirme 
despite change OrProjed Leader. 
Regulv Geldvisits by IDRC staff, .~Ithwgb seemingly did 
not involve advice on the Limirations of the study dfflgn 
progressandenabledthepmjecltoooatinOebysolving 
administrative mans. 
i chosen were valuable in assisting to monitor project 
Due consideration was not given to the infl- of 
contextual issum prior to pmposal finalisation such as the 
extent to which there is r a t i d  and consultative 
prioritidon ofxsearch needs; involvement of 
beneJiciali&users;plansfareshuctunn ' g k  
institutiodprcnt institution; and economic realities 
regarding avaihbility offands for programme 
implemenration (we ofresearch) 
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5.0 
5.1 Description of Project 
Project # 9O-0080 Workers’ Participation 
This project was implemented by the Zimbabwe Congress of Trades Unions (ZCTU) during the 
period 1990 to 1995. According to the Manual for Worker’s Education (1993), ZCTU is an 
umbrella union organization made up of 35 &ate unions. Its functons are to provide Services 
to its a86liates such as providiog Seminars and scholarships, conducting research, providing legal 
advice and resolving disputes. It also r e p r m  workers at Government level. 
Preproject research indicated that there was a sigaiscant u n d e r d t i o n  of occupational injury 
and disease in official data m Zimbabwe. The project comprised a study that would give the 
prevalence of the main hazards within the major indushics, and determine the extent to which 
current workplace levels of the selected hazards meet safe practices or use, storage and first aid. 
The project also assessed the knowledge, attitudes and practices towards occupational health and 
safety (OHS) at shopfloor level. An emphasis was placed on building capacity of the labour 
movement to undertake participatory research, including the development of training manuals and 
a checklist to measure workplace hazards. 
This case study project assessment will focus on to what exmt the project activities have 
empowered unions to monitor workplace hazards and negotiate for improvements in OHS 
conditions, as well as to detennine whether there is any evidence of improved health and safety. 
The impact on building capacity at ZCTU to support OHS activities will as0 be assessed. 
Some of the documents reviewed related to the project such as workshop reports, training reports 
and manuals and a copy of the first study report. Documents related to ZCTU and the general 
context in Zimbabwe were also reviewed. A copy of the second study “port was not obtained, 
although it was requested. The. ZCTU Secretary General and the OHS Department officer were 
intenkwed, as were representatives of other key OHS organizations such as the National Social 
Security Association (NSSA) and the employer’s organization EMCOZ. Other donors such as 
WHO and ILO were also co11sulted. Union members %om 2 unions that took part in the project 
research were also interviewed, two of whom are involved in training their staff on OHS in the 
workplace and in collective The principal investigStor for the project was not 
available for interview due to in-courrtry work commitments. This was a limitation of the 
assessment. The OHS Department officer was only available at the end of the field Visit. 
Although details on remaining gaps in data and conclusions were sent to ZCTU requesting 
supplementation and vetiliation, no response was forthcoming. 
context 
Prior to independence in 1980 repressive legislation such as the Masters and Servants Ordinance 
of 1901, and constant attempts by the zrmbabwe government to divide nascent unions, resulted in 
a low level of worker organization Workers also were often illiterate, unskilled and iDsecure in 
their employment Not surprisingly, there was little if any orgamzed activity in OHS until after 
independence. Workers were unaware and uninformed of their rights and union capacity, ZCTU 
included, was limited to act on their behaif. 
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The project was postively intluenced by the institutional context within the recipient organidon. 
ZCTLJ was described by key informants both within afljliated unions as well as those not directly 
C O M ~ C ~ ~  to the union movement, as a well organized, transparent and respected organization 
All personnel interviewed that were involved in OHS spoke very highly of the capability of the 
Project Leader, which undoubtedly was a positive influence on the success of the project. 
Soon after the project began legislation on OHS was adopted. At the time it was considered to be 
one ofbest health and safety laws in Africa (ZCTU 1992). Implementation required trairdng and 
0rganiZatiW which in turn required information about the current situation. The project was 
therefore timely It met a demand for information and there was commitment among all parties M 
use it. 
NSSA was also established during the life of the project. This provided the means for 
government to support implementation of OHS policy through, among others, its Factory 
Inspectorate. ZCTU and NSSA commented on the Inspectorate’s limited capacity which hinders 
the extent to which improvements m OHS can be e n f o r d  
Similarly, the employer’s organisation, EMCOZ, has established a health and ewironment 
depamnent. The NSSA Board has a tripartite (unions, government and employers) 
subconuuittee, the Zimbabwe Oocupatimal Heatth and Safety Council (ZOIISC) charged with 
developing health and safety standards, policies and promotion 
Union negotiations are conducted through aNational Eqloyment Council (NEC) consisting of 
the employer association and the trade union This is the mechanism for collective bargain& in 
which mditiom of service are agreed. 
The ESAP referred to in section 4 1 above has also impacted negatively on OHS and possibly 
reduced potential project impact. Economic stress has resulted in employers cutting back on 
funds for OHS. Wages have been kept low and unions in tum have maintained low subscriptions 
which limits their capacity to support OHS promotion With the opening of markets, imported 
machinery and chemicals are being used fix which there is no knawledge of potential hazards. 
Projeci Objectives 
As specified in the Project Summary, the project aimed to identify the extent of important 
occupafional hazards in selected industries in Zimbabw e and to assess the role that workers can 
play in producing an objective assessment of those. hazards. It also aimed to determine the current 
nature and firnctioIling of OHS structures at workplaces and the constraints to implementing 
control of the identifiad hazards. It was intended, through this research, to build workers 
participation (community involvement) in workplace hazard screening which could inform and 
facilitate the monitoring and control of hazards in Zimbabwe. 
It was reported by ZCTU that these objectives were achieved, but not all of them could be 
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Sub total I 368,000 NIA 
statiawly and administration 
N/A = Wormation not available 
PS = Source: Project Summary 
VR = Source: IDRC Project Variance Report 30/5/97 
Note: Only local currency estimates were available. 
IDRC staff contributed to the generation and development ofthe project and visited the project 
during implementation, but the freguency and exterd of the cont r i ion  was not determined. The 
project methodology was in great part designed with the results of a similar project in Mexico. 
The Principal Investigator &om that project Visited Zimbabwe to assist in project development 
and continued to correspond with the implementing team 
SASK and the International Labour -tion (LO) also contributed to the project. SASK 
contriited to perso~lnel costs and equipment as part of its on-going funding to ZCTU. SASK 
and ZCTU were independently requested to provide details of SASK’s assistance, but no 
information was forthcoming. KO funded some events such as the tripartite (ZCTU, EMCOZ, 
Ministry of LabourMSSA) workshop to discuss the results ofthe first phase of the study. LO 
also prov ided  technical assistance dunng training and workshops through their Factory 
Inspectorate Strengthening Project. 
ICTs comprised two Eixes, o m  phone line, one comprrter, printer and photocopier. The 
equipment is still being used by the OHS Department in its day to day activities. 
The inputs as a whole were considered by ZCTU OHS M a s  valuable, necessary, adequate and 
comprehensive. There were regular and persistent de4ays in the transfer of funds, and delays in 
the arrival of some equipment. Also errors in shipment caused delays in implementing stage two 
of the research, but this did not influence the research quaIit~ or impact. 
5.2 Project Outcomes 
outputs 
The research was conducted and reports produd. Only the report of the 6rst phase was 
available from ZCTU at the time of writing, as mentioned above, although there was verbal 
assurance given that the second phase report sdsts. The m e y  found that workers and 
employers have very ditferent views of how safe thei~ workplaces are and health and safety 
represeotatives are out of touch with their workers’ perceptions. There were also 
44,000 NIA 
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recommendations regarding the need for negotiating codes of practice in some industries and for 
conducting regular medical checks in high risk occupations. It was found that there was a need to 
strengthen worker awareness on their rights and involvement in health and safety activities The 
existing law, including first aid measure% is inadequately enforced and ZCTU and EMCOZ 
needed to agree on the structure of shoptloor health and safety committees. The research report 
is concise, easy to follow and served its purpose as an information and advocacy tool to promote 
change in health and safety at the workplace. A plan of action resulted fiom a subsequent 
tripartite workshop where. these findings and recommendations m e  discussed. 
Eigb health and safety officers in 10 aBiWed unions, phu 3 OHS educators and 1 ZCTU OHS 
Department oEwr were trained on research methodology, administering the questionnaire and 
workplace survey techniques. Two hundred health and safety representatives were trained in 
phase 2 on occupational hygiene assessment. Eii university shldeats were also trained in 
administhg the gueStionnak used in phase 1. The OHS educators have contirmed to work in 
OHS within their unions, as has the OHS officer in ZCTU. It is most likely that the health and 
safety otlicers and repmmtatives are still in employmeat and active in general union affairs. 
though hdings from int&m suggested that many of the repremtatiives were not very active 
in promotkg OHS and screening for hazards Mowing the d.
Many of the project outputs were related to bahhg, inchding course handouts and a manual, 
namely, ‘Workers Participation in Workplace S c r e a i n g .  Also, the Health and Safety 
Representatives Manual was produced which was iduenced by the research An IDRC staff 
member fium Nairobi Visiting the pmjea at the time d e s c r i i  the training and training materials 
as ‘exdent’ in a Written communication with IDRC headquarters. The research process was 
innovative in that its focus was on building monitoring capacity at shopfloor and union level. 
Outputs were timely since the findings were required for advocacy and training in order to 
implement the new OHS policy. The hazard meam-@ equipment supplied during the research is 
sfill being used by ZCTU as rquired to objectively measure workplace M s .  
Reports of the training and survey follow-up meetings were also produced as was the checklist for 
coarse screening. The use of the latter tool however did not seem to be extemive following the 
Project. 
The Project Leader co-authored a paper on participatory research, containing results of phase 1 of 
the research, that was presented to the NIVA Course on Occupatiod Health Research in 
Developing Countries in Sweden, 1993. The collaboration with the Rmapal h e d g a t a r  om a 
similar project in Mexico (described under Inputs above) led to a joint book on participatory 
research in ocu~pational health The &jest Leader may have publishedipresented more papers 
but she was not available for comment, due to other in-couw work committu~ents, despite pre- 
field visit assurances. 
Reach 
Planned dissemination included routine information exchange within the union system, national 
tripartite workshops, a regional workshop, publication of guidelines on research training and 
workplace surveys, a research report and pmentation of papers at national and intemah ‘ O l d  
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meetings. 
Table 9 below provides a detailed inventory of project reach and impact. An uadetermined 
number of workers have been sensitized on OHS issues and some, though probably a small 
proporrion, have benefitted from improved OHS standards on the shop floor. 
One coriunendable feature of this project was the extent to which all relevant players and 
beneficiaries (or their representatives) were involved hugbout  the project. The pofential for 
reach was, and Stiu is, preat. There are 1.4 &on workers in Zimbabwe, many of whom belong 
to a union or have access to a union representative. Unfortuoately, it was reported by union staE 
that capacity and funding to conduct tmhing of shopfloor health and safety committee members 
has been very limited. Only an estimated (by the union representatives interviewed) 5% or so of 
workers have d i r d y  benefitted from the research so far following the training of their members. 
As detailed below under impact, ZCTU reported that unions in ather Countries and, no doubt, 
their members have benefitted from ZCTU's experience. 
hPd 
Planned impact indud& building capacity of the labour movement to conduct independent 
monitoring of OHS so that research in order to strengthea efLorts to improve Om, decentraLpng 
shoptloor representatives can carry out valid course assessment; providing infbrmation about the 
situation of OHS to unions to assist them in implementing change; producing guidelines on OHS 
workplace srreeoing and producing a manual for training on monitoring workplace hazards. 
The following description of impact is based on the perceptions of ZCTU staff. Where possible, 
reported impact was verilied with other key stakeholders. W the reports of impact that could be 
verified were accurate 
Impact of the project has been substantial. R-ch capacity has increased. ZCW recently 
conducted research independently and presented it at a United Nations sponsored international 
meeting. Accident report forms have been designed to redress the imbalance of previous 
reporting procedures. These procedures for hadmg accidents are now changing. Unions are 
playing a much greater role in improving health and safety through developing and implementing 
their OHS policies (also verified by the union representatives that were interviewed). The 
research was iastrumental in providing the justification f i r  the resuscitation of ZOHSC. AII those 
intwviewed commented very positively on the role of ZOHSC to bring all major stakeholders 
. .  
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High. Advocacy achieved: able to d t a t e  ZOHSC which 
then produced health and safety standards and how health 
and safety should be organized; helped to demysufv OHS 
such that union leadership now 6upporIive of health and 
safety issues and the work of their officers 
High. OHS department subtantially increased capacity to 
conduct restarch, technically support OHS union activities, 
train union Iriliners in OHS, condud work hazard 
assesunent. 
Medium. All unions now have a written OHS policy. They 
are now incoprating OHS issues into the collective 
bargaining pmcess and some NEC? have subcommittees for 
OHS. Unions have also received technical support from 
ZCTII in their negotiations for improved OHS 
Low. This has taken place, but seems to be conduaed 
sporadically. Unions have lacked capacity to conduct 
extensive training. 
High. Training repotted by representatives interviewed to 
be extemely beneficial, but very little oprtunity to pt into 
practice because little training has been conducted 
Low. Time has moved on. With the on- 
going changes at shop flwr level the data 
is becoming out of date. 
HI&. Future research dqmdent on 
t iding;  on-gotng support to union 
PerJOnnel and regular reprcscntation on 
High. Since it is now put of wllective 
bargaining the promotion of health and 
safety has become imtitutionalii 
Experience in negotiation will continue 
and OHS standards are likely to rise a8 a 
result of on-going negotiations. 
High. Unions arc now involved in on- 
80ing training programmr for shopfloor 
health and safety ofticen. This is 
substantially dependent on outside funding. 
High if there are fands to significantly 
increase training capacity. ZCTU is also 
lok&ymg for the practice ofregistering all 
workplace accidents. This data should 
further strrngthen union negotiation. 





































results and training of 
sister unions on 
wntinent 
Medium. Beneht for EMCOZ and NSSA has heen more 
from ripple effecls of the research such as the resuscitation 
of ZOHSC where the organizations benefit from 
participating. NSSA benefits through ZOHSC's impmved 
abilily to guide OHS policy since it is a subcommittee of the 
NSSA Board 
Low. To date very limited since most impact has been 
achieved at national and uniodemployer level. officials 
interviewed from two unions estimated that only 5% of their 
workers had directly benefitkd from the project through 
training 
Low. since achievements at shop floor have been limited 
Not possible to detennine due to unavailability of Project 
Leader for interview 
FLeponedly high. Results were disseminated through the 
research report. In 1995 presentations were made to the 
Southern African Trade Union Coordinating Council and 
the Organization for Africa Trade Unions. ZCTU has also 
been invited by other umbrella union organizations to train 
working groups from Botswana, Mozambique, Seychelles, 
and Ueanda. The ILO funded a Tanzanian m u 0  to visit 
ZimGxve to &sign a participatory mearcCproject. 
High. ZOHSC is gaining m experience. If 
NSSA's factory inspectarste collaborated 
more closely with the union official6 then it 
would be tener able to ~zne the welfare 
needs of the workforce. 
High if training of shop flax 
representatives a n  be accelerated. 
High if training by EMCOZ and unions 
can be accelerated, and research is 
conducted to assem costeffe*iwness of 
m e n t i n e  workulace accidents 
LOW since activity of hjst Leader in 
project has ceascd. 
High if the unions from other countries 
conduct useful research and use it to 
improve OHS. 
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together to guide and promote OHS. The guidelines that ZOHSC have produced are used during 
union negotiations on the role and rights of workers and employers regarding health and safety in 
the workplace. The Project Leader is currently the Chairman of ZOHSC. 
Tangible change has been effected, though it has not yet achieved widespread coverage due to 
Capacity reasom, as d e s c r i i  above. Examples of change at specific workplaces have hem cited 
by union representatives, such as medical reports being kept confidential, iimt aid boxes and 
t&hg in first aid being provided by employers, and heahh and safety representatives being given 
paid time off work to promote OHS. 
ZCTU staff reported that outputs from the project have spilled over to other related union work 
Workers (and union officials) that have been trained are now better at problem solving and 
negotiation over other, mn-OHS, conditions of their work. Siiarly, increased capacity at 
ZCTU through the project has enabled the OHS Department to develop and implement policies 
on gender and AIDS. It is also working on other health and welfare related issues such as the 
enVinnrment, and drug and b h o l  abuse. 
The training programme has been adapted for other union mining. Following training of health 
and safety representatives, some unions have experienced an increase m membership once 
workers realize their rights and the beneficial role that the union can play in OHS. A further 
impact on ZCTU has been its capacity to implemmt projects funded by other donors. When 
technical assistance is ol€ered, ZCTU request the funds to be used for other activities, thereby 
increasing potential impact. ZCTU feels that it now is more attractive to receive donor support 
since it has established itselftechnically through the project resea& though this was not vexified 
by donors. 
Following the project a Campaign was held on OHS issues. The ZCTU office was inundated with 
enquiries for wee4 suggesting some impact on raising awareness. W d  lectures &om trained 
branch officials and health and safety representatives have also contriited to raising general 
awareoess of workers’ OHS rights At the national tripartite workshop to review phase. 1 results 
it was decided to cormnemorate June 6 as a National Health and Safety Day. This day has now 
been recognized by government and there are hopes that it will become a national holiday in 
future. 
As detailed in Table 7, OHS staffreported that they have provided extensive. training to sister 
umbrella union organizations within Southern Africa on the participatory research methodology 
that they used This international recognition is an indication of the quality and importance of the 
project research. 
A negative consequence of OHS activities gmerally is the . . . “on,andsometimesdismid, 
of A v e  health and safety represemtives by employers. 
5.3 Enhancement of Outcomes 
Additional funding to enable an acceleration of tmining would increase reach considerably and 
thereby affect  workers at the shoflwr. IDRC could, through publicizins the project, advocate 
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for this funding. Other research topics that would also mntriiute to enhancing outcomes are 





Implications for health and safety of new technology and chemicals; 
An assessment of the cost-effectvertess of preventing avoidable injury; 
An assessment of health and safety in the, commercial sector (this sector was left out in the 
project); 
Produce a profjle of occupational related diseases so that they are recogwed for 
compensation 
IDRC might consider hd iug  these research projects. 
The OHS Department did not consider that further ICTs would have significantly increased 
project outcomes. This is probably due to the limited knowledge of the p o t d  for ICTs. 
There are potential areas for ICT investment such as linking branch officials via email to their 
respective unions, ZCTU, NSSA, etc to facilitate reporting and investigation of accidents. There 
was insufficient t h e  to conduct a thorough assessment of ICT support needs. 
A summary of intluenchg factors are given in Table 10 below 
TABLE 1O: FACTORS TaAT MEIBI'IXD AND E"TCED WIPACT - WORKERS' 
PARTICIPATION 
FactorsthatInh~tdcdImoad I FaaorsthatEnhancedImoeEt 
Limited capadty ofNSSAto enfare legislalion once hazards 
havekenidenti6ed 
7 
The recipient insiturion was also a major and idaential 
implementing org;mizatian 
There was gwenrmem support to OHS asevidencedwits 






The context included factors in the project’s external environment which intluenced the project in 
many ways. These included those factors related to the institution, data collection and other 
climatic and socio-economic conditions. The sodo-economic conditions in Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe were ubiquitous constmints to project implementation The former county was 
recovering h m  years of civil war, and the latter was in the throes of an ESAF’. On the other 
hand, the political Situation in South Aliica, a country in tramition, provided fatile ground for 
policy to be intlueaQd by research. The drought afFezted data collection for schistosomiasis 
research in Zimbabwe, but this did not &ect the overall findings. The policy developmu& and 
planning process was inadequate in the Ministries of Health which implemented two of the 
projects. This compromised the extent to which research was undertaken according to user 
priorities, which in turn compromised impact, particularly for the research strengthening project in 
Mozambique. This link between context and outcome is further expanded under liqmt below. 
obiectives 
The purpose of setting objectives is to provide direction to the project so that there is a common 
understanding of what the project is trying achieve, and to set measurable targets to enable 
achieved, which is oormnendable. However, the objectives for the projects were all related to the 
research process and its outputs, rather than imp- and were of limited use for impact 
assessment. 
strateeies 
evaluation of that achievemen. The objectives within the case study were to 8 great exlent 
Altbugh not s p d i d l y  desclibed as such in the Project Summaries, the strategies were sound 
and clear in that they were technically appropriate, and their clarity gave the author a detailed 
view of how the objectives were to be achieved. The participatory strategy used by the 
Zimbabwe OIIS project had additional merits in its inherent capacity building process. 
The majority (sometimes all) of filnds were budgeted for the research itselE Setting aside funds 
for dissemination of re& siguificantly intluend project reach This is not always necessary as 
was the case in Cape Town since adequate sources of funding for dissanmation and discussion 
could be found from elsewhere. Many developing countries, however, are not in this position. 
The two Government institutions, implementing two out of four projects, had a great deal of 
diBidty administering project fUnds, both in accessing and munthg,  but pad- the latter. 
e r e s o d  to Future projects might cwsider a financial audit component. The project in Zimbabw 
this even though Zimbabwe’s institutions are relatively functional compared to many other 
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Atiican countries At least two projects also experienced delays on the part ofIDRC in 
disbursing funds. 
IDRC project stafffelt that IDRC input into project development in at least two projects was a 
detdning factor that influenced the project’s success. 
Funding of project staff: per diem, travel, equipment, etc, were all essential project components 
that contributed to project outcomes. ICTs, particularly cornputas, were a feature of all p r o j a  
but outcomes could (have) benefit(ed) from a further ICT investmat. For example, litexatme 
searches using computers were limited in the S t n m g h m g  . Capability for Bdal Health 
Research project in Mozambique, because the equipment provided could not keep up with 
demand. An array of hard disks was required to enable multi access by d t i  users. Outcomes 
could be enhand further in the Worker’s Participation project in Zimbabwe if all union branches 
were linked by e-mail to communicate workplace accidents with NSSA aa well as ZCTU. Except 
for the Universiity of Cape To- none of the recipient institutioos was aware of the potential 
benefit of ICTs in enhancing outcomes and were therefore not in a position to articulate f h r e  
ICT needs. 
Other donors contributed major inputs to two out of four projects. In the Strengthening 
Capability of Essential Health Research project in M o d q u e ,  other funding partners were 
identified at the onset. In the Worker’s Participation project in Zimbabwe, other donors with 
overlapping project components either provided hding for related activities or technical 
assistance dunng key events, There were no special mechanisms for donor collaboration and 
there were no apparent commonalities from which to draw conclusions. 
s3dtP.m 
For each project the primary project output was the. research report itself. SurvQllance tools, and 
strengthened collaborative mechanisms were also useful outputs that were largely sustained and 
therefore able to colrtinue to enhance outcomes. Most of the trained &were still contributing 
to post-project research, using the skills acqukd during the project. A total of 1,040 were given 
training related to research methodology. The total per project mged h m  10 to 720. 
AU projects resulted in national or international presentations of research findings and all except 
one produced journal articles for publication These enhanced the status and reputation of both 
the institution and the researchers which often coutriiuted to further donor projects or 
international collaboration 
One project produced only a draft report. The recipient institution was awaiting technical 
comments fiom IDRC, before finalisation 
&?a?! 
The three projects with quality output achieved substantial reach and all have good potential for 
future benejit to large rnunbers of people provided funding is available to implement the research 
recommendatious. The involvement of stakeholders in at least the needs identification and project 
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design is an important determinant for use of research findings, 
The adual number of people reached by the projects in this case study is not possible to 
determine. However, when a health intervention is changed as a result of research, as w s  the 
case ia Mozambique, for example, and the disease trend changes (hyponatraemia reduced), then t 
is likely that large numbers of people were reached in this instance. Even infants not yet born will 
be reached since they will also benefit &om improved home management of dehydration due to 
Planned dissemination of results was often vague in the Project Summaries indicating that detailed 
thought bad not been undertaken regarding potential beneficiaries of the research. 
h4aa 
Impact on the participating institution was acbied in all projects. It was greatest in the 
Strengthemg Capability ofEssential Health Research project in Mozambique since this WBS the 
main objective of the project. Not surprisingly, the most common form of impact within the 
institutom was impmviog their capacity for regeBrc4 but other effects were also seen such as 
improved coordination ofresearch, improved admnmao ‘ve capability, and increased status as a 
techtlical authority in the field of the project research. 
The impact on policy, programmes and, ultimately, the suatity of life of the target p u p  were 
evident in two projeds and probably occurred in a third, but was not veritied. Obviously, the 
influence on policy and programmes is easiest to achieve since they are developed institutonaUy 
where the research findings are most accessible. For example, the Workers’ Participation project 
in Zimbabwe had resulted in poiicy changes at national and union level, but it will take further 
time and substantial funding to implement this policy. Policies and proptmmc~ are as0 the. 
precursors for intervaaMn and improved health status. The fact that some ultimate benefickties 
bad bee0 reached within two years of project completion is to the credit of the instihrtions 
concerned. A synthesis and summary of impad by type of beeeticiary is shown in Table 11 
below. 
In this case study the most important category of inoIlencing factors for output and reach, as well 
as impact, was the context. In some cases contextual developments were opportunities for the 
project to Seioe, such as political transition in South W. Ifthe research had been conducted 
five years earlier it would not have generated anyttring like the impact that was seen Other 
contextual factors, for example Structural Adjustment, w d d  largely not be mitigated against. 
There were other contextd faaors that could have been foreseen, but w a e  not. lhese were 
p&My presem in the government recipient insftutions. It was assumed that research results 
would automattcall . y be used for poticy and programme design without deterrmmn . ‘ gwhe&ra 
Systematic planning and policy development process existed and, if it did, what the potential 
wnmahing factors were for use of research. For example, in Mozambique and Blair Laboratory, 
. .  
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Zimbabwe., the researchers both developed and implemented the research proposals because the 
capacity to determine research needs for policy analysis or development was inadequate. It was 
then hit or miss (especiaUy Mozambique) whether the results were ever used, which significantly 
limited impact. In future, it would be wise to probe. M e r  when appraising proposals to 
ascertain the linkages between research and policy development as well as the. planning and policy 
development process. 
Changes of &&during a five year period (project life) are common. It is important to determine 
what influence this would have on the quality of the project outputs and to minimise risk as far as 
possible before project implementation. 
Results - 
This case study contained components of ICT, policy and public good. The comments related to 
ICTs have already been mentioned under inputs. Generally, research feeds policy and public good 
is an outcome of implemented policy. As referred to above, the linkages between research, 
planning and the policy development process are critical factors in determining whether research 
leads to impact, panicularly within institutions that are also primary policy-implementing 
organizations. The case study also demonstrates that it is possible for one research project to 
improve health status, which underlines the importance of ensuring that research is used 
maximally. 
tkmm 
Since health services are for the public good, it is necessary in many instances for the g o v m e n t  
to lead policy development and implementation. Impact often then depends on the effectiveness 
of govemment institutions, mainly the Ministry of Health. UnfOrtu~tely, as institutions, 
Ministries of Health tend to be weak and this can compromise impact - as demonstrated by the 
inadequate capacity to identify research needs for policy development in Mozambique. A solution 
may be to coordinate research projects with other institution-buiiding programmes to ensure that 
such wealmesses are minimized. 
ReciDients 
Although Ministries of Health may have institutional weaknesses, they have the advantage of also 
being implementors. If the link between research and use is strengthened then potential for impact 
is great. Those projects implemented by the Ministry of Health were also characterised by least 
involvement of the users of the research results. An example can be seen with Strengthening 
Capabiity for Essential Health Research project in Mozambique where an estimated 909, of 
research was researcher-initiated without input fTom the users. 
The University implemented project in South Africa produced the greatest output for the type of 
project it implemented. The reputation of the institution and the calibre of staffwere innuencing 
factors. Fortunately, dissemination and use of results were easily effected since the university 
already enjoyed strong links with research users, which is not always the case for universities. 
ZCTU, Like the Ministry of Health, is an implementor. The NGO also had the advantage of being 
relatively strong as an institution. The implementing institution was therefore able to create 
change and achieve impact rapidly. The disadvantage of many national NGOs is that they lack the 
resource base that government enjoys and their capacity to implement on a national scale is very 
limited. When used for advocacy or piloting a project, however, they can be very effective. 
It is important to note that many of the inadequacies of the institutions have significantly 
improved since the time of the project. 
TABLE 11: SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY =ACT 
Increasing knowledge, capacity building - 
High: 
-Integration and mordination among 
research institutions 
-Improved quality and quantily ofresearch 
- Incrrased c a & i l i ~ o f E ~ h a  + 110. of 
capable researehers (ind. Ph.D. &Master's 
dw=) - Pmvided springboard for HSR initiative: 
Dept of C h m .  H. pmviding technical 
assistance to pmv. level 
Policy f a d t i o n  - Low: 
Examples: - C w  in service dew 
policy & praaia eg home management of 
diarrhoea - Improved mardination of pmgnunmes 
building - Medium - Impmved pmblem salving skills 
-Access to clinical information - Jncmse in provincial, applied resmrch 
~ 
Policy formulation - 
High: 
Signilicnnt rnntnbution 
to: -Western cape 
HealthPlan 
-Locslsurveillance 
system - Training d d e s  for 
UniOn~OHS 
Inpul into: - regllhtiom 
onagmdmmd ' w  - labour legislation 
-policy conference - OHS & ~0mpenSatiOn 
bills 
capacity building - 
High: 
-Attendmceatmurscs 
on OHS that have beea 
developed as a& of 
Pjea findings 
-seminarsonOHS 
W W  Participation, Zimbabwe 
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Not possible to 
Imeasing knowledge - 
High: 
-Dcvclopedmthodsto 
Characterize . exposunto 









14 April 1997 
24 April 1997 
11 May 1997 
18 May 1997 
List of People Interviewed 
Project # 90-0095 Strengthening Capability of Essential Health Research 
Mr M de Almeida, Project Coordinator, World Baak 
Dr M Aragoo, Disease Prevention and Control Officer, WHO Mozambique 
Dr MkcArthur, Head of TB and Leprosy Programme, Ministry of Health 
Dr J Barretto, Head of Immunology Department, Minktry of Health 
Dr J Cl@ Lecturer, Dept. OfcommUm 'ty Health, Faculty of Medicine, Eduardo Mondlane 
Dr D e e ,  Director, INS, Ministry of Health 
Mr AFelisberto, C h i e f o f D o d o n  Centre, INS, Ministry of Health 
Dr L Cujral, Biologist, HSR Umt, INS, Ministry of Health 
Dr R Mondlane, Head of Community Health DepartmeW, IVibkW of Health 
Dr Rui Gama Vaz, Former Director of INS, Ministry of Health 
Dr Sdnvalbach, Director of Faculty of Medicine, Eduardo Mondlane University 
Dr A Solomon, Director, CRDS 
Mr J T w o ,  Director of National Directorate of Planning and Cooperation, Ministry of Health 
University 
Project # 91-0275 Agmcbemirsls and Parmwortrers 
Desk study. Detailed CQIIUI&S h 
Dr L London, Associate professor, University of Cape Town 
Projeet # 880397 Schiitoaorniasii Control: A Community-Basal Approach Phase II 
Dr Arivshatian, WHO Representative, Zimbabwe 
Dr J Bradley, Water and Sanitation Unit Blair Research Laboratory 
Dr S K Chandiwana, Director, Blair Research Laboratory 
Mr A ChiJmka, meal Research Ofticer, Blair Research Laboratory 
Mr M Chimbari, Schistosomiasis Section Head, Blair Research Laboratory 
Mrs T Dooley, Project Officer, hygiene education, UNICEF 
Mr P Dziwa, Disease Control Officer, Department of Epidemiology and Disease Control, Ministry 
of Health and Child Welfare 
Mr C Hongoro, Deputy Section Head, HSU UmL Blair Research Laboratory 
Mr Madhina, Medical Research officer, Blak Research Laboratory 
Mr Musingarambwe, Director, Department of Environmental Health, Ministry of Health and 
Child Welfure 
Mrs Ngwenya, Chiec Health Education Office, MCWFP Dept, Ministry of Health and Child 
Welfare 
Dr J Ndamb;5 Research Officer, Institute of Water and Sanitation Development 
Dr P Ndhlwy 
Mr Nzuna, Principal Envinnrmental Health Officer, Department of Epidemiology and Disease 
Control, Ministry of Health and Child Welfare 
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Dr P Taylor, Director, Institute of Water and Sanitation Development 
MI T Tsukakosbi, Adminisbator, JICA, Zimbabwe 
Project #90-0080 Worker’s Participation 
Mr C Bhiza, Safety  and Health Committee member, National Engineering Workers Union 
Mr M &be, Vice Chairman of Harare East, National Engineering Workers Union 
Mr Fallah, T e c W  Advisor, ILO 
Mr J Guavava, Deputy Secretary General, National E n g i b g  Workers Union 
Mr P Johnston, President of EMCOzNice Chairman of ZOHSC 
MLK2W&bp,  Health and safety OiTicer, Zimbabwe Catering and Hotel Workers Union 
Mr 1- Head of- and Social WelfareDepamnent, ZCTU 
Mr M M Ncube, Director, Occupational Health and Safety, Research and Development, NSSA 
MI M Tmgirai,  Secretary General, ZCTU 
Health and Environment OEcer, EMCOZ 
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List of Documents Reviewed 
Project # 90-0095 Strengthening Capability of Essential Health Research 
‘%urso MetodorOgia Da Investigacao”, F d d a d e  De Medic& Institute National De Saude, 
Centro Regional De Desenvolyemento Sanitaria 1992 
“Danida Research Assistance Project, Progress Report May 1 1991 to April 30 199T, DANIDA 
1992 
“Development Credit Agreement (Health Sector Recovq Program) between Republic of 
Mozambique and International Development Assmatt ‘ ‘on”, World Bank 1995 
‘Health Infomation Specialist for Mozambique: Final Report”, M Momson, August 1994 
Dc Health Research &&mx 13 -1-er 199 4, Rui Gama Vaq e.t al, INS and Faculty of 
Medicine 
WIHedthResearChCoace 13-16deOctober 1992, Rui Gama Vaz, et al, MOH and INS, 
1992 
“Health Research in Facultiff of Medicine in Addis Ababa, Dar es Salaam and Maputo, Report 
from a seminar held in Arusha, Tanmnia, 21-24 May 1995”, Editors: M Mugambi, J Mtabaji and 
A Swai, SAREC, 1996 
QQ& - 6  InStitUtO 
Nacional de Saude, Minist& da Saude, Mocambique, 1992 
“Inception Report: Health Information Specialist, National Institute of Health, Maputo, 
Mozambique under the project, Strengthening Capacity for Health Research in Mozambique”, M 
Morrison, Undated 
”Mozambique ENHR Site Visit - Summary Report, September 17-20, 19%”, Vic Neutield, 19% 
“The National Health Systems Research Plan 1997-2000“, National Institute ofHdth, 1997 
“1“ Progress Report, April 1991 to March 1992“, Inter Institutional Research Board, 1992 
“2“d Progress Report, March 1992 to October 1993”, I& InstitutionalResearcb Board, 1993 
‘Troject Summary’’, IDRC, 1990 
“Proposal for Financial Supporting Project”, Documentation Centre, National Wckute of Health, 
undated 
De Mo- Vol4 #2-3; Vol5 # 2-4, Vol6#1-2, InstiMo National De 
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Saude 
Revista Medica De Mocamb ~ iaue Vo15 SUQ& 
De Saude 1983-1993, lnstituto Nacional de Saude, Faculdade de Medicha da Universidade 
Eduardo Mondlane, 1994 
n t m  Collectanea Do Instituto Naciod 
M- Vol5. % 
Institute Nacional de Saude, Faaddade de Medicina da Universidacie Eduardo Mondlane, 1994 
‘ m e  Role of CRDS-Maputo in Management, Public Health Training and the Strengthening of its 
Capacity Building (Requirements and Prospeds)”, CRDS, 19% 
“Strengthening Research Capacities & Capabilities at the National Institute of Heal& Faculty of 
Medicine and Regional Centre for Health development h Maputo, April 19-23“, A KeiLnann, 
1990 
‘Trip Report, 193, April 8-17 1990”, Manji F, 1990 
Projecl# 914275 Agroehemieals and Farmworkers 
 r t f  
Qu&ks, Blair Rutherford and Gilles Forget, International Journal of Occupational and 
Environmental Health, 1997. 
“Project SUINII~IY‘‘, IDRC, 1992 
“Technical Report Number l’, John M y q  October 1992 
“Techoial Report Number 2”, John Myers, April 1993 
“Technical Report Number 3”, John Myers, May 1994 
“Technical Report as at 3 1/3/95”, John Myers, March 1995 
hje-ct ## 884397 Schistmominsis Control: A Community-Based Approach Phase II 
‘‘Blair Research Institute, Annual Report 1995”, Blair Research Institute, 1995 
Children and UNICEF, 1994 W p e -  1994- 
“A C o d t y - b a s e d  Approach to the Control of SchistosomiasiS in Madziwe, Evaluation”, S K 
Chandiwana, D Madhim, J N b b a  and P Gwatirisa, Mmistry of Health and cnild Welfare, 
undated. 
. .  . .  
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“Community Based Schistosomiasis Control in Zimbabwe”, P Taylor et al, Blair Research 
Laboratory, 1989 
“The Essential National Health Research Priority Setting Process”, Blak Research Institute, 1995 
“Five Year IEC/H& Education Strategy 1995-2000“, Ministry of Health and Child W&e, 
1995 
“Health Education Policy for Zimbabwe’’, Ministry of Health and Child Welfare, Zimbabwe, 1994 
‘‘Health Sector Reforms”, Minishy of Health and Child Welfare, Zimbabwe, Undated 
“Health Service Ref- in Zimbabwe, Concept Paper on Decentralion”, R R Chatora, 
Undated. 
“Monitoring and Evahmtion System for IEC/HE”, Minim of Health and Child Welfare, 
Zimbabwe and GTZ, 1995 
“1 992 National SehistosomiaSiS Survqr‘: P Ndhlovy M Chinhri, J Ndamba, S K Chandiwaq 
Blair Research Laboratory, 19% 
“Planrung for Equity in Health, 1992 Revision”, Minishy of Health, Zimbabwe, 1992 
“Project Summary”, IDRC, 1989 
“Schistosomiasis Control: A community-based Approach (Zimbabwe) Evaluation, Technical 
Report (1990-1993)”, Blair ResearchInstitute, Undated. 
“Schistosomiasis Control hogramme, Project Design Matrix, Narrative Summary‘: Minishy of 
Health and Child Welfare, Undatd 
“Schistowmiasis Research at the Blair Research Institute (1985-1995), Edited by J Ndamba and P 
Ndhlow, Blair Research Institute, 1995 
“Technical Cooperation Between JICA and the Governmeat of Zimbabwe”, Depamnent of 
Epidermology and Disease Control, Undated 
“Trip Report 193”, Manji F 1990 
“Workshop to Disseminate the Results ofthe Madziwa Project: Community Participation in the 
Control of Schistosomiasis, Cum Sark Hotel - Kariba, 23-25 October 1995”, J Ndamba, P 
Ndldovu, 1995 
Project # 9Mw#Io Worker’s Participation 
“Annual AnalySis of Preliminary Occupational Injury and Accident Statistics 1995”, NSSA, 1995 
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“Building Health and Safety from the Shopfloor, Workshop Report October 28-30 1992 Harare”, 
ZCTU, 1992 
“Health and Safety Representatives Training Manual”, ZCTLJ, 1991 
“Heal& and Safety Shopstewards Workbook”, ZCTU, 1993 
”Memorandum”, F Man.& 1992 
‘‘National Engineering Workers Umon policy (Health and Safety)”, National Engineering Workers 
U n b b  undated 
onal health and sa&Ac@atton u1 Southern Afhca: Current -, R Loewenson, . . .  
University of Cape Town, 19% 
“Participatory Research in Occupational Health”, R Loewenson, A C Law* C Hogstedt, 
Undated 
“Project Summary’’, IDRC, 1990 
“Proposed Health and Safety Amendments” (to Health and Safety legislation), ZCTU, Undated 
‘‘Protect the Rights of Injured Workers!, A Health and Safety Reps Manual”, ZCTU, 1992 
”Report of Activities 1996“, ZOHSC, 1997 
“Te~hnical Report 1/92-1Y92“, RLO~W~USOII, 1993 
“Trade Union Action in Health and Safety, Report of the ILO African Regional Trade Umon 
Meeting, Zimbabwe July 27-31 1992”, ILO, 1992 
“Training Guide for Health and Safety Committee Seninad’, National Engineering Workers 
Union, undated. 
ZCTLTPerS&m3l ‘ve, ZCTU 1993 Workem’ Parbclppfron and Dev%apment the 
“Guidelines, Health and Safety Organization at Workplace Level”, Zimbabwe Occupational 
Health and Safety Council, 1994 
“Workers Participation in Workplace Hazard Screening, Course Report, Research Training Part I: 
Research Skills and Occupational Hygiene”, ZCTU, 1991 
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